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ABSTRACT
The teacher's manual on physical education curriculum

is designed to serve all handicapped children, preschool through high
school. The manual first states the problem of physical education,
its scope, limitations, and the value and importance of physical
education in the special education area. Instructions and guidelines
are then provided for teaching basic body movements and movement
experiences for children. Six sample units are presented for balance,
body awareness, spatial awareness, muscular strength, rhythm and
dance, and group events. The majority of the manual is devoted to
describing the activities, which are numerous for each of the six
areas. Special consideration is said to have been given to age level,
seasons, ani indoor and outdoor types of units. A. sample listing of
testing and measuring devices, suggesting individual evaluation
possibilities, is then included. (CB)
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James D. Zabel, a teacher of physical education

with the Utica Community Schools, Macomb County, Michigan

has been interested in physical education for handicapped

cnlldren for a number of years. He has, voluntarily and on

his own time, taught handicapped children and teachers of

special education classes many of the techniques described

in this manual.

In July, 1971, upon being made aware that the

Special Education Division of the Macomb County Intermediate

School District had been successful in obtaining E.S.E.A.

Title III funding for its Project, "Discovery Through Out-

door Education," Jim Zabel approached me and asked me how

he could become involved.

I felt that Jim's experienoe with the teaching of

physical education to handicapped children should be shared

with other teachers in Macomb County.

This manual is a result of many meetings and the

unselfish efforts of Jim Zabel. I cannot thank him enough

for his dedication to our E.S.E.A. Title III Project.

It is Jim's and the "Discovery Through Outdoor

Education" Project's hope that this manual is a start to

a more complete and satisfactory physical education program

for the handicapped children of Macomb County both indoors

and out-of-doors.

Ed Alexander, Director
"Discovery Through Outdoor Education"
ESEA Title III Project 064
MacImb Intermediate School District
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PREFACE

This project was developed as a result of the

writer wanting to be involved in the Macomb County Inter-

mediate School District's Elementary and Secondary Education

Act, Title III Project, "Discovery Through Outdoor Edueation.'4

After several meetings with Ed Alexander, Project Director,

it was decided that my experience could best be used in

developing a curriculum-resource-units teacher's guide in

physical education to be used in the out-of-doors by the

teachers of the mentally retarded children of Macomb County.

As the writing progressed, it was decided that

there was 6 great need in many of the Type "A" and Type "B"

(educable and trainable) programs in Macomb County for a

resource such as this.

With this in mind, it was decided to expand the

guide to include all phases of physical education as it may

apply to handioapped children wherever they may be--indoore

or out-of-doors,

While the writer had mentally handicapped children

in mind during the development of this guide, it is felt

that much of the material is adaptable to all categories of

disability.

The writer wishes to express his appreciation to

Ed Alexander, Director of "Discovery Through Outdoor Education,"

an E.S.E.A. Title III Project at the Macomb Intermediate

School District, for his inspiration, help, encouragement

and support during the writing and publishing of this guide.



Chapter

Sala' r...i_ijaaital

Over the past six years, the writer has become ac-

quainted with the type "A" educable special education pro-

gram in the Utica Community Schools. During this period of

time, he has taught physical education to the type "A" edu-

cable special education students. While working with these

students, he became aware of the lack of curriculum ma-

terials available for use in developing a sound physical

education program for these special students,

the

The purpose of this project is to 'establish physical

education curriculum-resource-units for use with the special

education students of Macomb Countya Specifically, the writer

has tried to provide opportunities for students to engage in

selected activities adapted for various deficiencies preva-

lent in type "A" educable special eduoatthn students.

an60141.9A-Sar.6.292LE

For the sake of clarification the following terma

are defined:

Waal - equality in weight. Used to pin point
the center of gravity of the body,

1.



2.

Currie 1 r so re large cAlection of
adapted me or a s fJr the purpose of de-
veloping specific lesson plans for in-
dividual and classroom teaching.

Dominanle - preferred side (hind, foot, eye, ear)
determined by cortical development.

2I0LA2/2E.;ovements, - large muscle activity.

BoocOlogow! - having the same relative position
(both arms moving at the same time).

DomolateK1 - having the same lateral (side) posi-
tion (right arm and right leg moving at
the same time).

,Isometrics - exercise or a system of exercises in
which opposing muscles are so contracted
that there is little shortening but great
increase in tone of muscle.

orc tual- otor actlanitel - activities which
provi e movement exploration experiences
(time and space).

=se "A" e4220.11.1122111.21.2211192.0glall mild
or moderately retarded educable children
with an I.Q. range between 50 - BO.

§.9.233.2L.the Proiect

The writer will concentrate on only one segment of

special education. He will deal with the type "A" educable,

which are mild or moderately retarded with an average I.Q.

range between 50 - 80. These children are divided into

three major groups.

The Type "A" Educable:

1. Early Elementary ages 7 - 11

2. Later Elementary -ages 10 - 14

3. Prep ages 13 - 25



3.
Limitattml

There is very, little related information available

in the area of physical education curriculums for special

education students. Most curriculum sourf..es conclude that

the reader should be able to adapt these programs to his

own needs.

yalgeat the Proiect

It is hoped that this project will provide a base

of materials for the teacher of the type "A" educable spe-

cial education students. If physical education has educa-

tional value for students, then no group of children should

be denied these movement experiences. If this project con-

tributes toward the realization of such instruction for all

children, then it will have been of some value.

alinaligganal

The author wishes to thank the following people for

their time and assistance in this project:

Dr. Lee W. Haslinger, Director of physical Educa-
tion and Athletics, Pontiac, Michigan.

Edward Alexander, Dbpartment of Special Education,
Intermediate School District of Macomb
County, Mount Clemens, Michigan.

Edward Allinger, Supervisor of Special Education,
Utica Community Schools, Utica, Michigan,

Sandra Clark, Special Education Teacher, Magahay
Elementary School, Utica, Michigan,

Judy Kubik, Special Education Teacher, Morgan
Elementary School, Utica, Michigan,

Lydia E. Polens, Typist, Detroit, Michigan.



Chapter II

THE IMPORTANCE OP PHYSICAL EDUCATION

IN THE

SPECIAL EDUCAT/ON PROGRAM

W. O. Corder, in Nashville, Tennessee, conducted a

study for the purpose of determining the effects of physical

education on the intellectual, physical and social develop-

ment of educable mentally retarded bois.

A training group received a daily hour period of
planned physical-education lessons which progressively
presented more difficult and challenging activities to
the public school special education subjects. After
only four weeks (twenty days) the training group showed
significant gain scores over the control group on the
full and verbal scales of.the Wechsler Intelligence
Scale for Children. Progressive and systematic pro-
grams of physical education of even twenty dayst dura-
tion enhanced the intellectual development of educable
mentally retarded boys.1

J. E. Greenfell in the state of Washington, had

special class students of the primary, intermediate, and

junior high level participate in a ten week structured pro-

gram ot physical education.

After participation in a variety of activities,
Greenfell concluded that the primary level retardates

1W. O. Corder, "Effects of Physical Education on
the Intellectual, Physical, and Social Development of
Educable Mentally Rettaided Boys," samumastull, 321
357-64, P 066,

4.
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5.

did have the capacity to learn basic motor skills;
physical fitness levels of the mentally retarded oould
be improved; the retarded could learn all of the same
motor skills as those which normal children learn; mo-
tivation is extremely important in the program; indi-
viduel success for the retarded is the cornerstone for
success in the overall program; activities must be
broken down into their finer components (simple to com-
plex) for presenting them to the retarded; a structured
program in physical education for the mentally retarded
has a beneficial effect on the social and intellectual
growth; and there is carrymover value from achievAment
in physical education to other school activities.4

John R. Kershner conducted an experimental study

with a control group of 15 trainable mentally retarded chil-

dren, ages 8 - 17, and an experimental group of 14 pupils,

8 - 18 years of age. The main purpose of this study was to

examine the explicit contention of the Doman-Delacato theory

of treatment that recapitulation of the early perceptual

motor development sequence is prerequisite to and improves

the performance of more sophisticated perceptual motor skills

not practiced.

Group E (Experimental) experienced a physical educa-

tion program for 5* hours a day for 4 months that was consis-

tent with the Doman-Delacato theory of neurological organiza-

tion. Group E's teacher was trained at The Institute for

the Achievement of Human Potential. Group C (Control)

located 13 miles away in another school, was put through

a 4 monthOprogram of non-specific physical activities,

21T.E. Greenfell, "The Effect of a Structured Physi-
cal Education Program on the Mentally Retarded School Children
in Whitkan County, Washington," Unpublished Master's Thesis,
Washington State University, 1965.

ii



6.

with no regard or knowledge of Doman and Delacatofs programs.

The results indicated that Group E gained more I.Q.

points than Group C as tested by the peabody Picture Vocab-

ulary Test, and Group H did gain significantly in creeping

and crawling moloility. Both groups gained in motor develop-

ment as tested by the Kershner-Dusewioz-Kershner (KDK) adap-

tation of the Vineland-Oseretsky Motor Development Tests.

Kmrshner thought it more significant that Group C had gained

in motor development in spite of the non-specific activities

given t,) them, not at all holding with Doman-Delacatols theory

of invariant sequence of developmental stagesn Kershner con-

cluded that proficient motor functioning was not dependent

upon successful completion of lower motor development that

Doman and Delacato deem so important.3

Kershner also concluded that the rise in the 1.Q,

scores in Group E were not brought about by the physical edu-

cation program. He believed that these results were invalid

due to improper sampling procedures. He also thought that

the tmount of task-directed activity, exposure to vocabulary,

and teacher enthusiast may have been operating differently in

the two groups. 4 This writer feels, however, Kershnerfs re-

tarded children had faulty nervous systems and neurological

organization. Children taken from exceptionably large random

3John R. Kershner, NJoman-Delaoatoos Theory of Neuro-
lngiosl Organization Applied with Retarded Childrents &nu-
SjavaltjtUslan, (Vol. 34, Feb., 1968), p. 442,

4Kershner, p. 448.

12



7.
samples would have no more or less trainably retarded than

the very children already being tested by Kershner.

"Ragsdale and Breckenfeld (1934) obtained data on

155 junior high school boys. They concluded that general in-

telligence was unimportant in the team sports skills tested."5

This study attempted to correlate intelligence with profi-

ciency in team sports skills. They were already proficient

in the basic movement patterns described by Doman and Delacato.

Team sports skills are much more highly sophisticated and in-

volved than basic movemen patterns of balance and coordina-

tion achieved in infancy.

J. N. Oliver, of England, in 1958 studied institu-

tionalized mentally retarded boys 12 to 15 years of age.

Dramatic results were reported.

All academic subjects except numbers and English
were replaced for a 10 week period in the experimental
group by activities of a physical nature, i.e., daily
periods of physical education, individual remedial ex-
eroises, strengthening activities, and recreative games
of a team nature. During the same period the control
group followed its normal schedule, including only two
periods of physical education per week and daily organ-
ized games after school. Not only dld the experimental
group improve significantly in all measures of athletic
achievement, physical fitness, and strength but there
were significant increases in the of 25 percent
of the group, whereas no significant improvements in
I.q, were reported among the controls. All eighteen
children in the experimental group gained in points,
but a variance of 5 points in 13 of the children was
considered as Standard Deviation Errors. Of the 5

5As cited in, Robert N. Singer, Wommalunina.lal
1.3.221......ammoadmunuariformance, (New Yorks Macmillan 0o., 1968), p.-90:

13



children who gained more than 5 points, one child
gained 6 points, 3 children gained 8 points, and one
child gained 9 points, Increases, however, of the mag-
nitude (up to 9 points) shown by the experimental group
and by so many boys in the group can no longer be re-
garded as ohanoe.0

Oliver does not attribute the marked raise in I.Q.

to the kinds of physical activities done, even though upon

examination of these activities, stated in his study, most

of them do appear to have been Doman-Delacato kinds of activ-

ities Oliver, instead attributes the rise in I.Q. changes

to such emotional factors as are affected by achievement,

success, improved confidence, better adjustment, and a feeling

of importance that the boys may have developed because of the

interest and attention centered on them. He oonoluded that

greater emphasis should be placed on physioal education of sub-

normal children, more time should be devoted to physioal activ-

ities, and greater demands should be made on these children.7

In Ryan's study (1963), investigation was made of

eighty college students. They were required to learn how to

balance on a stabilometer. "Academic achievement did not

distinguish the subjects in their ability to learn and per-

form the task."8 First of all, the subjects were adults and

6J. N. Oliver, "The Effect of Physical Condition-
ing Exercises and Activities on the Mental Characteristics
of Educationally Sub-Normal Boys," a

Educatizsz, 28,155-365,

7/bid

8E. Dean Ryan, "Relative Academic Achievement and
Stabilometer Performance," AuliaghjaaluE, 341184-190,
1963.



their nervous systems were completely developed (normally 9.

by the age of 18). Secondly, overall academic achievement

was used as the element of comparison. It is a lack of

reading ability (a language dysfunction) that is found to

be the crux of the problem in people with minimal brain

injury or underdeveloped cortical hemispheric dominance.

Since the subjects were college students it must be assumed

that their reading ability was fairly well-developed. How-

ever, the study does not reveal how much time and effort was

used in reading and preparing assignments.

In 1963, Ismail, Kephart, and Cowell did "distin-

guiah high academic achievers from low ones on tests of co-

ordination and static balance. Tests of speed, accuracy,

and strength did not differentiate the groups."9

The basic movement patterns in infancy, such ass

early reflex movements; swimming-like movements upon the

floor (bilateral in nature); the tonic neck reflection used

functionally by the infant for early propulsion while the

body is dragged along; reaching; grasping; walking and crawl-

ing, in cross-patterned fashion; use of the eyes, first sepa-

rately and then in unison (ears likewise) to first focus in

9A. Ismail, N. Kephart, and C.C. Cowell, "Utilization
of Motor Aptitude Testa in Prediction Academic Achievement,"

Wive rs ty_ Research Foundatiqn

15



10.
the distance then at near points; and exploration,1° all

integrate into developing the balance and coordination

that Ismail found correlated with intelligence and that

the other studies here reported may very well have proven.

These studies show the potential of physical edu-

cation as an important contribution to the intellectual,

physical, and social development of retarded children, There

is even evidence that improved physical fitness increases

the retarded child's ability to learn. Retarded children

develop physically in the same way as "normal" children,

except that they progress more slowly. There are many phys-

ical activities which the retarded can learn successfully.

Greater demands should be required of these children. Often

they are pampered and are not required to fulfill tasks that

are assigned to them, A good program will provide meaning-

ful activities that will emphasize and build confidence in

what they can accomplish. The progress shown by mentally

retarded students in these studies indicated that there were

many determining factors involved. The children were given

a more concentrated physical education program. These pro-

grams offered experiences allowing for achievement and suc-

cess, for improving confidence, for a feeling of importance

100ar1 H. Delacato Os a e t

omas Pub ng 43)n:1g d,

11 no ss arles
ps 48-59.

16



11
when attention is centered on them, for improved physical

fitness, for better adjustment, ard for increased pride

in self. Every child deserves the opportunity to partici-

pate in physical activities that are designed to help him

develo) his total body.

17



Chapter III

SUGGEST/ON FOR USING THE CURRICULUM-RESOURCE-UNITS

The Curriculum-Resource-Units are not the manswer"

to all questiota concerning the teaching of physical educa-

tion to type WAN educable retarded children. This project

can be as workable as the teachers who use it want it to be.

Any changes in curriculum or in teaching procedures as a

result of the Currioulum-Resource-Units can only take place

because the teachers have changed.

Chapters I and II state the problem, its scope,

limitations, and the value and importance of physical educa-

tion in the special education area. Unless the teacher, or

for that matter any person, is intimately acquainted with

the problems and needs of these children, he cannot full)

appreciate and contribute to the total education of these

special education children.

Chapters IV - IX introduce and give many sample

activities for teaching basic body movelents and movement

experiences for children, Anhough they are divided into

major categories, it does not mean that the activities are

beneficial in that area only. Many of the activities are

valuable and could have) been listed in other areas also.

The writer did not attempt to cross list activities according

12.
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to potential uses It is assumed that most special aducation

and physical education teachers can make careful selection

of activities aocording to the goals they have established

for a particular unit or lesson.

Chapter X includes a sample listing of testing and

measuring devioes, which suggests individual evalwtion pos-

sibilities. The amount of time and effort devoted by the

teaoher will determine the benefits ohildren will reoeive

from an evaluative program.

Six sample units were developed in Chapters XI and

X/I to acquexIt the reader with the many possibilities of

these Currioulum-Besouroe-Units. Special consideration was

given in the preparation of unit areas tol age level; seasons;

and indoor and outdoor types of units. This should give the

reader ample opportunity to see diversification of planning.

The writer has found that the teachers in the type

"A" educable special eduoation classes are very receptive

and appreciative of the time and effort that physical educa-

tion teachers can and do give to aid them In their work with

the mentally retarded. They are readily available and co-

operative in providing the best for their children. It is

the writer's hope that this projeot will be a benefit to the

classroom teachers as a cooperative follow-up program of

aotivities and units. The writer feels that this is newels-

eery because of the limited number of class periods the

physical education teachers can spend with these children.
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This Currioulum-Resource-Units project should pro-

vide the beginniog teachers with program development ideas

and challenge the experienced teachers to provide a balanced

physical education program for the type "A" educable mental-

ly Tetarded children of Macomb County.

More detailed information is available from the

sources listed in the bibliography. Blank sheets are pro-

vided at the end of each chapter for additional notes which

the teaoher might choose to add from time to time. The

teacher should make adaptations as he sees fit.

20



Chapter XV

BALANCE

Balance is important for satisfactory performance

of nearly all movements used in everyday life and in the

performance of skills used in sports activities and games.

The ability to maintain onels,balance is fundamental to

performance of more advanced perceptual-motor experiences.

The child should be provided with a variety of

experiences involving balance with his body in both sta-

tionary and mobile states. By using a variety of balance

experiencese the child should acquire more generalized

balance patterns that he will be able to use in other

activities. Adaptations have been made by the writer.



16.
BALANCE ACTIVITIES

1. Balance Beam 26. Squat Stand

2. Balance Board 27. Rocking Horse

3. Gym Scooters 28. Thread the Needle

4. Standing on One Foot 29. Coffee Grinder

5. Walking on Toes 30. Chinese Get Up

6. Rocking 31. Wheelbarrow

7. Hopping 32. Head Stand

8. Heel-Touch-Walk 33. Hand Stand Against Wall

9. Seat Pivot 34, Rooster Fight

10. Inch Worm 35. Mule Kick

11. Toe-Touch-Walk 36. Balance on One Knee

12. Toe-Hand-Kick 37. Balance Body on Ball

13. Duck Walk 38. Parachute

14. Balance on Knees 39. Barrel Staves

15, All-Four Walk

16. Bear Walk

17. Elephant Walk

18. Lame Dog Walk

19. Frog Jump

20. Crab Walk

21. Seal Crawl

22. Spanker

23. Monkey Run

24. Wicket Walk

25. Kangaroo Hop

22
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BALANCE ACTIVITIES
17.

1. palawe Beam

1.1 Walk forward on beam, arms held sideways.

1.2 Walk backward on beam, arms held sideward.
1.3 With arms held sideward, walk to middle, turn

around and walk back.
1.4 Walk forward with hands on hips.

1.5 Walk forward to the middle of the beam, then
turn and walk the remaining distance sideward,
weight on balls of feet.

1.6 Walk to center of beam, turn and continue side-
ward right.

1.7 Walk forward with left foot always in front of
right.

1.8 Walk forward with right foot always in front of

left.
1.9 Walk backward with left foot always in front of

right.
1,10 Walk backward with right foot always in front of

left.
1.11 Walk backward with hands on hips.

1.12 Walk foTward with eraser balanced on top of head.

1.13 Walk baokvard with eraser balanced on top of head.

1.14 Walk forward and pick up a blatkboard eraser from
middle of the beam.

1.15 Walk forward to center, kneel on one knee, rise
and continue to the end of the beam.

1.16 Place eraser at center of beam. Walk to center,
plaoe eraser on top of head and continue to the
end of beam.

1.17 Have partners hold wand 12" above the oenter of
the beam, walk forward on beam and step over wand.

1018 Walk backward and step over wand.
1.19 Hold wand at height of 3'. Walk forward and pass

under wand,
1.20 Walk baokward and pass over wand.
1.21 Walk the beam backwazd with hands ()Wood behind

body,
1.22 Walk the beam forward, arms held sideward, palms

down, with an eraser on the back of each hand.

1,23 Walk the beam forward, arms held sideward, palms
up with an eraser on the palm of each hand.

1.24 Walk the beam backwards, arms held sideward, palms
down, with an eraser on the back of each hand.

1.25 Walk the beam backward, arms held sidewardo palms
up with an eraser on each hand.

1.26 Walk the beam sideward, right, weight on balls of
feet.

1.27 Walk the beam eideward, left, weight on balls of
feet.

23



1.28 Walk sideways leading with left foot and pick up

eraser from center of beam.

1.29 Walk sideways leading with left foot and pick up

eraser from center of beam.

1.30 Walk forward across beam and carry a weight in

the right hand.
1.31 Walk forward across beam and carry a weight in

the left hand.
1,32 Walk backward across beam and earry a weight in

the right hand,
1.33 Walk backward across beam and carry a weight in

the left hand.
1.34 Walk sideways on beam and carry a weight in the

right hand.
1.35 Walk sideways on beam and carry a weight in the

left hand.
1.36 Walk sideways on beam and change a weight frmn

hand to hand.
1.37 Rave ohild go to eenter of board and stand still.

Move your arms and legs in various positions and

have the child do exactly as you do.

1.38 Have child go to center of board and stand till.
Throw him a bean bag and have him throw it to you

or at a target.
1.39 Hop on right foot across the beam.

1.40 Hop on left foot across the beam.

1.41 Hop baok and forth on beam, alternating left and

right foot.
1.42 Skip across the beam.
1.43 partners walk beam. Each partner starts from op-

posite end of beam and passes the other in the

center.
1.44 Walk forward on hands and knees on the beam.

1.45 Walk backward on handsand knees on the beam.

1.46 Hold a pieoe of paper at right angle on the beam.

Have child walk to middle, kneel, pick up paper
with teeth, rise up and walk to end of beam.

1.47 Use "eyes closed" in as many of these activities

as you owl.

BALANCE BEAM

2" x 4" x 80

Made from standard 2" x 6"

24
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2. AE1E221.22121

The balance board is a square platform covered

with carpeting or rubber mats. Underneath the middle,

interchangeable balance posts are attached with wing

nuts. These balance posts are usually of three sizes:

3"x3"; 4"x40; and 5"x5".

1.1 Balanoe on board using 5"x5" post.

1.2 Balance on board using 4"x4" post.

1.1 Balance on board using 3"x3" post.
1.4 Have child look at visual target rather than look

at his feet.
1.5 Rock board right and left.
1.6 Rook board front and back.
1,7 Shift body to different positions.
1.8 Bounce ball while balancing.
1.9 Play catch while balancing.
1.10 Throw objects at target while balancing.

1.11 Balance with eyes closed.
1.12 Shift center of gravity with eyes closed.

1.11 Rock different ways with eyes closed.

1.14 Perform simple calisthenics while balancing.

1.15 Invent new ways of your own.
1.16 Play catch with your self while balancing.
1.17 Juggle two objects while balancing.

Notes Since balance boards are easily and cheaply made,
you could have one of each size and eliminate the

need for interchanging the posts.

BALANCS BOARD

Plywood 3/4" x 16" x 16"
1/400 Carriage Bolt & Wing Nut

66.111.1a kao
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Base Heighths
(made of 3" - 4w 5" squares)
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1.1 -- Sitting on gym scooters, elbows
titeemitit on floor, progress down floor by
walking wtth feet.

1.2 Aiallal Sitting on one gym scooter, feet
upon another scooter, a second child pushes with
his hands upon the shoulders.

1.3 OginAlla -- Sitting on gym scooter with feet
idi444474iiiund the person ahead of him, he pushes
with his hands at the side of the scooter.

1.4 Wagiegjigin.Alla -- Sitting on gym scooter, hook
elb-ciwslitiokfraieviith a partner and use feet to push
and pull yourself along the floor.

1.5 WileeparrQw Relay -- Palm of hands are on the gym
scooter, fingers wrapped around sides, arms straight,
body in horizontal position, partner pushing will
hold feet of student on the gym scooter.

1.6 BiD Push Relay -- Standing on gym scooter, knees
bent, body balanced. Student pushing will place
hands on hips of student on scooter.

1.7 kici pule -- Standing on two gym scooters, one foot
on each, knees bent, arms extended, body balanced.
Student pulling will grasp hands of student on gym
scooter and progress down the floor slowly.

1.8 Swing,Stpt -- One student sits upon a gym scooter
with feet placed upon another. Other student sits
upon gym scooter with feet on floor. Both will
hold rope. Progression will be made by pulling or
swinging student on two scooters by rope.

1.9 Treel §tunt -- Student its upon gym scooter, feet
on scooter, erms extended. Student pulling sits
upon gym scooter, feet on floor, arms extended hold-
ing hands of student to be pulled.

1.10 Uggloa Ipplay -- One foot on gym scooter, other
feitit-on floor.

1.11 itting.elsir. 0.- Sitting on gym scooter feet on floor.

1.12 =la Lying face down on scooter, arms extended
fOrWird. Progress down floor by moving arms and
pulling scooter along.

26
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1.13 qrp.. Seat placed on gym scooter, knees
en a ghtly, arms extended in back of body,

hands on floor. Progression is done by walking
with hands, pulling the scooter with feet,

1.14 122416.Szn.1 Peet on gym scooter, body face down,
arms extinded forward, hands on the floor. Pro-
gression is done by walking with hands pulling gym
scooter with feet.

1.15 yotal -- Kneeling on gym scooter, arms ex-
tended-forward, hands on floor. Pull with arms
bringing scooter towards arms.

1.16 Kfleo9ott It -- One knee on gym scooter. One leg
extendid with foot on floor.

1.17 1221aLtamat -- One foot placed on gym scooter.
Other foot-on floor, arms extended downward on gym
scooter.

1.18 pup RelAy -- Peet on floor, hands on gym scooter.
Push scooter forward.

1.19 12291022.202I/X Sitting on one scooter, feet on
Afiiithiic-7Biftis on floor. Push or pull with hands.

Elbow Relay

Siamese Twin
Relay

GYM SCOOTERS

Auto Race

Wheelbarrow
Relay

27

Chain Relay

Hip Push
Relay



Ski Race

Scooter
Relay

Crab Walk

Knee Scooter

Double Scooter

Swing Stunt Travel Stunt

Sitting
Relay

Seal Crawl

3 - Point
Scooter

28

Crawl

9far
Pull Relay

Push
Relay

22.
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4, Standins ga 9neyoot

Stand on one foot (left and right) ae long as you can.
The sole of the other foot is placed against the inside
of the supporting knee.

Variations:
1.11 Eyes closed
1.12 Bounce ball
1.13 Play catch
1.14 On tiptoes

5. Wa14ing on bee

Walk forward on toes, backwards, sideways, following
the lines on the floor, with eyes closed, etc.

6. Rookinfc

Rock back and forth from heel to toe.

7. Ropplqa

Hop on one foot (left and right)

Variations:
1.11 Backwards
1.12 Sideways
1.13 Follow lines on floor
1.14 Hold one leg in front of the body
1.15 Hold one leg in back of the body
1.16 Hop on alternating feet

8. peel-Touch-Walk

Walk forward with long steps, reach back and touch heel
of the baok foot after each step is taken. Left touches
left, right touches right.

9. alliatt
Sit on the floor, draw knees up to chest and have feet
off the floor, then pivot (left and right), swinging
arms for momentum.

10. Inich-Worm

3upport your body on hands and feet with legs extended
backward. Keep your hands in place and your knees stiff,
walk on toes with short steps until feet are near hands.
Keep your feet in place and walk forward with hands with
short steps until you return to the original position.
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110 221191:4111

Walk forward and touch one hand to your opposite toe
on each step. After each step return to a vertice61
standing position.

12. Toe-lialid-likcX

Rimad straight with arms extended forward, palms down.

Keeping knees stiff, swing(kick) left leg up to touoh
left hand. Alternate kicking, Re Lp Re Ls etc.

13. Duck Walk

Get into squat position, feet close together,hands on
hips and walk forward keeping seat down.

V. AsalaAce on Knell

Kneeling on knees, lean forward, backward, sideways,
twist trunk, etc,

15. All -Pau; yalk

Bend over and place hands on floor. Walk forward on
hands and feet,

16. pear WalK

Bend forward and touch ground with both hands. Travel
forward by moving the right arm and right leg e 4ltaft

peoutily and then the left arm and left leg

24.

17. $1e0antjelk

Bend forward and touch ground with both hands, keeping
knees and elbows stiff and hips elevated. Walk backwards.

18. Imiljggajalt

Walk on hands and one foot with the other leg held high,
imitating a dog with a sore foot.

19. ?rot Jump

From squat position with hands on floor between legs,
travel forward by leaping forward to hands, bringing
legs up to squat position. Hands are placed well in
front of body after each jump.

30



20. golJall
25.

Prom a squat position, reach backward and put hands flat
on floor without sitting down. Walk in direction of feet,
keeping head and body in a straight line.

21. 4eal crawl

The body is extended along the floor with the weight
supported by the hands with 31bows straight. Keeping
elbows straight, the child moves forward by taking short
steps with the hands and pulling the body forward.

22. ilmanku

The child sits on the floor and raises his body by push-
ing up with his feet and hands. As he walks along on
his hands and feet, he raises first one hand and then
the other, and spanks himself.

23. Asket Awl

On all fours, scamper agilely, imitating a monkey. Put

down hands, then feet.

24, tOoket

The child bends forward and places the palms of his
hands on the floor. Keeping his knees straight and his

hands and feet close together, he takes small steps for-
ward or backward.

25. ginsezzLign
The child holds a oeTd between the knees. With knees

slightly flexed he jumps forward. The knees must be

kept together.

26. Astat JAW,

Take a squat position with the legs outside the arms.
Place the hands flat on the mat, a shoulder's width
apart with thumbs in and fingers spread. Support inside

of knees just above the elbows. Lean forward liftkng
the toes off the mat. (Do not kick upt) Keep the head

up. Maintain the balance by applying pressure with the

fingers. Return to the starting position.

27. Bookina Ws*

partners Join hands and sit down on each other's toes.
One leans backwards and pulls the other off the floor



26.

onto his feet. He sits down again, thus pulling the
other off the floor. The movement is continued until
it becomes a smooth rocking motion.

28. Thread the J4eet4e

Clasp the hands in front of body, bend the trunk for-
ward, and step through clasped hands with right foot,
then the left foot. Return by stepping backward with
the right, then left foot.

29, 221.01.221nAlx

Child plaoes one hand on floor, other in upward posi-
tion. He straightens his .legs and arms and walks around
using the hand on the floor as a pivot.

30. Chinese 9et.SM

Two persons sit on the floor back to back with knees
bent up and feet on floor. Arms are looked with part-
ner's. Retaining such relative positions, they try to
stand up without moving feet and sit down again in the
same spot.

31. yheelbarrow

One child grasps the legs of another child at the knees
and walks as guiding a wheelbarrow. The other child
walks on his hands and keeps his body straight.

32. pad 8Wd

Place hands in a line on the mat, forehead on mat about
10 inches in front of hands, raise one leg over head
slowly and bring the other leg up slowly, arching back
and bringing legs together over the established tripod.

33. AgaLlaat.gar&Vitlail

Pace wall plaoing hands on floor about 1*0 from wall,
throw feet over head against wall.

34. poster Fight

Assume squat position. Each grasps his own ankles,
from which position he tries to shoulder the other
into losing his balance. Child loses when he falls
or when he lets loose of his ankles..

Variations Child is standing, holding one ankle be-
hind his buttooks.
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35. mataux

Hands and feet are on the floor with your face pointing
down. Kick both feet in the air to a complete extension.

36. paAanpe cin One Kplie

Starting from a kneeling position, try to balance on
one knee.

37. kagnaliatzsjauagja

1.1 Lie on the ball (front and back).
1.2 Sit on the ball and try to pick up your feet.
1.3 Bounoe on the ball.
1.4 Roll while upon the ball.
1.5 Spin around while upon the ball.
1.6 Invent your own ways.

38, yaraohute

Spread out parachute on floor. Children walk on the
ribs(cords) or around the outer edge of the parachute.

39. Darrel Staves

1.1 Rocking -- Children stand with feet apart and rook
sideways, Vary by changing feet and
arm positions.

1.2 Surfing -- Children stand with one foot in front
of the other and rock as in surfing.

1.3 Twisting -- Children assume rocking position and
twist. (Could use music with this)
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Chapter V

BODY AWARENESS

In order for the child to identify himself with

other people, objects and images, he must first be able to

perceive and know himself. He must not only know how to

physically find and point out his body parts, but also be

aware of their movements and have or develop control over

them.

A child who lacks an adequate image of himself will

have a hal4 time identifying himself with his surrounding

environment. Simple labeling and identifying his body parts

will not enable him to coordinate and direct his movements

and utilize his body to its fullest extent. Many different

experiences are needed in o",,44)1, for the child to be able to

relate to the new and different challenges he must face and

solve as the needs become apparent to him. The following

activities should provide exploratory body awareness ex-

periences. These experiences will enable him to relate to

his surrounding environment.

28.
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BODY AWARENESS ACTIVITIES

1. Identification of Body Parts

2. Simon Says

3. Follow the Leader

4. Sky Writing

5. Body Numbers or Letters

6. Imitations

7. Rowing

8. Animal Movements

9. Body Relaxation

10. Body Tension

11. Parachute

12. Calisthenics

13. Homologous Crawling

Homolateral Crawling

15, Stationary Position

16. Body Sizes

17. Body Weight

18. Angels-in-the-Snow

19. Turning

20. Pulling

21. Hooking

22. Arohes

23. Imagery
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BODY AWARENESS ACTIVITIES

Touch your head, nose, knees, elbows, toes, eta.

Variations:
1.1 Move your head, nose, etc.
1.2 Identify your partner's knees, elbows, eta.
1.3 Count your body parts
1.4 Draw your body (skymwrite)

30.

2. qipqn Says

"Simon Says,* touch your head, shake your left leg, etc.

3. bllow the Leader

Leader may move parts of body or move about having the

others copy his movements.

4. Ilszzaktina

Children write numbers, letters, or words with different
parts of the body, as; fists, fingers, elbows, feet, eto.

5. podY Numbers gr Toetters

Use your body to form the letter S, the number 8, etc.

6. Imiltations

Leader tells the others to; walk heavy like an elephant,
creep like a oat, be limp like a rag doll, to imitate
the movements of a butterfly, eto.

7. sowing

Sit on the floor and pretend you are rowing. With arms
and legs moving, the child moves forward and backward
on his buttocks.

8. Ankmal Movements

Stress movements of body parts and the maintenance of
these body positions. Examples Crab walk, keep head,
neck, and body level and straight as you can as you move
backward and sideways as well as the forward direction.

:3
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9. 112,1y.litlizittizi

Lie on the floor and relax, play dead, make your body
heavy.

10. pAy_plinsion

Make your body stiff, make your body show that you are
afraid, walk like a robot, etc.

11. maghat

1.1 Merry-go-Round - Take hold of parachute with left
hand(right), walk, run, skip, gallop, etc. (Teaches
right and-leftl)

1.2 Inside Igloo - On signal, raise parachute up and
on the signal "down," cross hands and bring the
parachute on the outside of your body, trapping
you and the air. (Also, bring chute down, stay on
the outside and trap air inside, or stay outside
and poke head inside after trapping the air inside)

12. Calisthenics

1.1 Jumping Jaok3 - Havo children stand with their hands
at their sides. On command have them jump to spread
their feet apart while raising their arms in an aro
to touoh their hands above their heads, and return
to starting position on the second count.

1.2 Spread Eagle - Spread feet apart about 18" to 20"
and extend arms out level to the side. Touch right
hand on left toe on count of one, return to start-
ing position on two, touch left hand on right toe
on count of three, and return to starting position
on four. Repeat, keeping legs stiff and svraight.

13. Btpolospls grawlinst

Child crawls across room (mats) using both hands simul-
taneously and pulling his lower part of the body along.

14, smallueljamum

Child crawls across room (mats) using his right hand
and right leg simultaneously and his left hand and his
left leg simultaneously.

15. attel

Explore how parts of your body can move while you are
in a stationary position with your feet.
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16. bflarjskzu

Make your body tall, small, wide, narrow, round, eta.
Try to combine them, as; tall and wide, round and small,
tall and narrow, etc.

17. Body Welshts

Pretend that your feet are heavy, light, your arms seem
to float, you are walking on the moon, etc.

18. ABS211:116=1:110.72121

Exercises begin with the child lying on his back with
arms at his side and his feet together. Leg movements
are made without bending the knees and heels should
move along the floor. Arm movements are made without
bending the elbaws and the arms and hande should move
along the floor. Contact with the floor will aid in
promoting an awareness of arm and leg movements.

1.1 Move arms apart. This should be done simulta-
neously and arms should go completely above the
head until two hands touch.

1.2 Move legs apart. This should be done simulta-
neously and legs should move aL far apart as
possible.

1.3 Move just one arm (point to right arm) out.
Move it back.

1.4 Move just one arm (point to left arm) out.
Move it back

1.5 Move just one leg (point to right leg) out.
Move it back.

1.6 Move just one leg (point to left leg) out.
Move it back.

1.7 Move both arms apart. Move them back.
1.8 Move both legs apart. Move them back.
1.9 Combine arm and leg movements simultaneously.
1.10 Move right leg out and back.
1.11 Move left leg out and back.
1.12 Move right arm out and back.
1.13 Move left arm out and back.
1.14 Move right arm and right leg out and back.
1.15 Move left arm and left leg out and back.
1.16 Move left arm and right leg out and back.
1.17 Move right arm and left leg out and back.
1.18 Perform above exercises, changing the timing.

Go fast and slow and move in rhythm to counting.

19. =atm
1.1 Pretend that some part of your body is attached to

8
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the floor. How would you turn around it? (Elbow,
hand, head, foot, knee, etc.)

1.2 Can you change the shape of your body while turn-
ing? Try to do this while sitting, standing and
lying down.

1.3 See how many parts of your body oan turn all the
way around.

1.4 Can you turn with a partner? Use different steps,
positions, making arches, etc.

1.5 Can you turn one way and your partner another?
1.6 Can you turn slowly while your partner is turning

very fast?

20. yullipg

1.1 Can you pretend to pull something toward
1.2 Can you pull with one hand? both hands,
1.3 Show that what you are pulling is heavy,

high, low, etc.
1.4 Can you pull something while kneeling?

down?
1.5 Pull something without looking at it.
1.6 Pull something with your partner.

21. =am

you?
eta.?
light,

Lying

1.1 How many ways can you rook while sitting? stand-
ing? lying down? (forward, backward, and sideways)

1.2 Rocking Horse - Lie on your stomach, reach behind
and grasp your ankles. Rook forward and back, side
to side.

1.3 Try to turn around while rocking in the above posi-
tions.

1.4 Change speed of rocking movements.

22. Arches

One person makes an
His partner crawls,

23. Imaxers,

Pretend you are:

1.1 a drill
1.2 an airplane propeller

a merry-go-round
1. a top
1.5 a hula-hoop
1.6 a rocking chair
1.7 a swing
1.8 a windshield wiper
1.9 a mechanical soldier

arch with his hands, legs, and body.
turns, slides, etc" under the arch.

Zi 9

1.10 a robot
1.11 playing baseball
1.12 planting a tree
la) driving a oar
1.14 rowing a boat
1.15 shaking hands



Chapter VI

SPATIAL AWARENESS

After the child has identified himself (Body Aware-

ness), he must explore and acquaint himself with the vastness

of the space surrounding him. As he moves around in his en-

vironment, he must become aware of the areas above, beneath,

and beside his own occupied space.

It is through space and spatial relationships that

he is able to perceive the position of objects in relation

to his own body. He must estimate space, measure, organize

and live within this spatial area that he has perceived and

has been fxble to acihieve. Through imitative and exploratory

experiences, the child should acquire spatial awareness and

be able to control his movements in space much more easily.
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SPATIAL AWARENESS ACTIVITIES

1. Labeling Directions in Space

2. Turning in Space

3. Variable Transport in Space

4, Locomotor Activities

5. Ball Handling

6. Ball Control

7. Bean Bags

8, Chinese Jump Rope

9. Rope Jumping (Individual)

10. Rope Jumping (With Partners)

11. Long Rope

12. One Hand-Jump Rope

13. Rope Shapes

14. Rope Tracks

15. Hoops

16. Maze-Obstacle Course

17. Follow the Snake

18. Basket Shooting

19. Jump tho Shoe

20. Parachute Pun

21. Scooter Maze

22. Suspended Ball
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SPATIAL AWARENESS ACTIVITIES

1. Loiums.altrixs12.10 Jan
While sitting, standing, kneeling, lying down, have
children point different directions, as; lp, dovn,
behind, right, left, below, between, etc.

2. urin n Stfoe

Children are asked to turn in space by these directions;

1.1 Paoe the front of the room, back,
1.2 Turn half way around to the right,

left, eto.
1.3 Identify the directions of No So E

your body, hands, etc.

left, right side
quarter to the

and W with

3. yagabio Irampovt iji Svpice

The entire room is used for walking, running, etc., in
many directions. Children stand in rows with their hands
on each other's shoulders. At the teacher's command, they
move forward, backward, or sideways as a group.

4, Igoomotor Activities

Children are asked to do the following;

lel Crawl forward, backward, sideways
1.2 Skip forward, beokward
1.3 Gallop forward, sideways
1.4 Hop on one foot (right and left)
1.5 Step-Hop
1.6 Walk sideways, crossing feet
1.7 Walk sideways, sliding feet
1.8 Roll in as many ways as you can (log, wagon wheel,

summersault, etc.
1.9 How many different ways can you hop?
1.10 Move using only one arm and one leg
1.11 Move using two arms and one leg
1.12 Move using two legs and one arm
1.13 Move with your partner ueir5 his hands and your

feet (whqelbarrow)
1.14 Move about, back to back with your partner by

looking elbows together
1.15 Move in curved or zig-sagging paths
1.16 Move through space by varying speeds; slow to fast,

fast to stop, etc.
1.17 Pick a spot and run, walk, crawl, hop, etc. to it

4 2
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1.18 Point tJ a spot and go in as many different direc-
tions as you can before you get to that spot
Object is to do so without touching anybody

1.19 See how slowly you can walk, keeping your feet
moving all the time

1.20 Make one part of your body higher than the rest
of your body while on hands and knees

1.21 /mitata another personos movements
1.22 Move exactly as your partner does while facing him
1.23 Move in the opposite direction of your partner
1.24 Jump into the air and make a half turn, quarter

turn, full turn before landing
1.25 Create your own movements
1.26 Jump up and land lightly on your feet, heavily on

your feet
1.27 Jump forward, backward, sideways
1.28 Jump up and land with your feet apart, together,

forward and back, Ito.
1.29 Combine jumping and walking, running and jumping,

hopping and running, etc.
1.30 Jump in round patterns, square, triangle, zig-zag,

etc.
1.31 Twist and turn as you move around the room, without

touching anyone
1.32 Make the biggest turning movement that you can with

one part of your body
1.33 Move about making your body as high, or as low as

you can
1.34 Walk on tiptoes without stepping on any cracks in

the tiles on the floor

5. 1111.Handlim

1.1 Bouncing and catching
1.2 Tossing up and catching
1.3 Tossing against the wall and catching
1.4 Tossing against the wall, let it bounce and then

catching
1.5 Tossing ball up, clapping hands and catching

(Increasing the number of claps)
1.6 Tossing up, touching the floor betore catching
1.7 Walking and tossing ball up, catching
1.8 Walking and bouncing
1.9 Running, tossing, and catching
1.10 Running and bouncing (dribbling)
1.11 Bouncing ball while in a crouched position
1.12 Bounce ball while kneeling down
1.13 Bounce ball while lying down
1.14 Toes up, turn around one time before you catch

the ball
1.15 Peet apart, bounce ball in a figure eight, in and

through your legs
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1.16 Sitting Indian style, roll ball around your body
(right, left), as fast as you oan

1,17 Sit, extend legs forward, knees up and roll ball
around your body making the ball roll under your
legs (right and left directions)

1.18 Sit, extend legs forward and roll the ball around
your body, over your legs (right and left)

1.19 Sitting, use your legs to roll the ball around
1.20 Move around sitting on the ball, lying on your

stomach, on your back, etc.
1.21 Bounce the ball with your arms, elbows, knees,

feet, buttocks, etc.
1.22 place ball behind your back and roll the ball up

your baok and over your shoulder without dropping
the ball

1.23 See how long you can keep your ball bounoing with-
out moving your feet (left hand, right, both)

1.24 Throw the ball so that it hits the floor and the
wall before you catch it

1.25 Use a wall oorner, throw the ball so that it hits
both walls at the same time and catch the return

1.26 Control the ball with your feet, move the ball
around an object, trap and stop the ball with your
feet

6 . Dialasolpia
While lying, sitting, kneeling, push the ball around
with your feet or hands. Make the ball follow line
markings on the floor.

7 bum Bass

1.1 Balance the bean bag on different parts of the body
while standing, sitting, kneeling, and lying down

1.2 While lying on your back play catch with yourself
1.3 While sitting toss the bean bag over your head from

one hand to the other
1.4 While kneeling, toss the bean bag with your head

and try to catch it. Try the reverse
1.5 Stand up, place a bean bag between your feet, with

a jumping motion try to toss the bag up with your
feet so you can catoh it

1.6 Maui a bean bag on your foot, flip it upward and
catoh it (right foot and left foot)

1.7 Kneel on the floor, place a bean bag on your back,
jump to try to dislodge the bag and catch it

66 ainal.iaariant
Two children spread 1arg5 band (Chinese Jump Rope) be-
tween their feet. Child jumps in and out, crosses feet,
moves bands with feet, etc.
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9. clizzLizzaza (Individual)

Child swings and jumps rope frontwards, backwards, on
one foot, two feet, skips, runs and jumps with, criss-
crosses, plays hot pepper, etc. (See rope skipping
book)

10. Aug.imaging (With partners)

Do as many different jumps as you can with your partner.
(See rope skipping book listed in the bibliography)

11. Lons,ppe (150 to 300)

Two children turn rope while others take turns in the
jumping. More than one child can jump at a time.

Activities:
1.1 Run through "front door" (rope turning downward

toward the child)
1.2 Run through "back door" (child is faoing the up-

ward turning rope), jump and run out
1.3 Run through "front door", jump one or more times,

run out "back door"
1.4 Jump quarter, half, three-quarter, and full turns

while inside the turning rope
1.5 Touch your hands on the ground on every other

turn
1.6 Jump from squat position
1.7 Jump from on all fours
1.8 Bounce a ball while inside the rope
1.9 Twirl hoop insid, the rope
1.10 Use two or more children inside the rope. May

be face to face, or back to back, etc. They
may be doing the same things or something dif-
ferent.

1.11 Jump long rope while jumping your small indi-
vidual rope

1.12 Make up your own routines

12 gris.pLia....juitg. tiLat

Hold both ends of the jump rope in one hand. Bend at
waist and swing the rope in a circular motion, jumping
over it as it pmsses under your feet.

13. B221./hUll

Make shapes, numbersf letters, etc., with your ropes.
Combine your rope with others to try to spell something,
etc. (Can be done, sitting, kneeling, lying downo eto.)
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14, AuLanal
Child stretches out ropes to resemble railroad tracks.
Jumps over, walks between, jumps in and out of, "Jack
and forth, etc. (Use as many ropes as are available)

150 A2222

1.1 Swing around waists, arms, legs, ankles
1.2 Roll hoops forward, using hands, feet, sticks
1.3 Use hoops for target rings
1.4 Throw through the rings at a target
1.5 Run through ring that a partner holds
1.6 Use large hoop as a jump rope
14 Hoops can be arranged in patterns for an cb,staole

course
1.8 Have hoop rolling relays
1.9 Invent new ways to use the hoops

16. Mage-Obstalat.alm

Course could include chairs, tables, mats, climbing
ropes, space dividers, homemade stands, etc. Course
should include obstacles and mazes that require the
child to go over and under, through, between, up, and
around, etc. (Change the arrtngement often to assure
problem solving experiences)

17.

Children spread out on the floor. Child runs with a
rope and wiggles it at the same time. The other child-
ren try to step on the rope as it moves,

18. &Wet $11111m

Mark spots on the floor for judging different distances
while shooting baskets. Vary the form of shots, one
hand, underhanded, push shot, jump shot, etc.

19. jama.liojim

Tie a shoe on the end of a long rope. Child turns.the
rope under the feet of the other children. Any player
who touches the rope is out of the game until one person
wins.

20, Pabute.
Raiscd.Canopy - Parachute on the floor on signal,
"1, 2, 3 Up or Stretch", the parachute Is raised up
and held high (by moving in slightly on "Up" the
parachute will go even higher, or children can get
on tip toes)
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1.2 Igloo - On signal, raise parachute up and then on
signal "down", bring down to the floor and trap
as much air inside the parachute as possible.
Children can then stand on the outer band and try
to look over the Igloo

1.3 Inside Igloo - Children enjoy being inside the para-
chute. To get inside, cross hands, turn around
under the raised parachute, pull down over yourself
and hold outer band down to trap the air inside

1.4 Basket of Heads - Raise parachute as to make an
Igloo, on signal "down'', lie down and poke your
head under the outer band and bring tightly around
your head to keep the air inside the chute

1.5 Floating Parachute - Raise parachute, release on
signal, after a brief hesitation, the parachute
floats and falls

21. 1229.12,E.Hau

Set up a maze using chairs, bowling pins, and other
objects. Children sit, kneel, lie on, and push scooters
through maze trying not to bump into anything. Gradmaly
reduce the size of the maze, requiring better body control

22. AggiansUjiali

1.1 Hit the suspended ball with your fist, hands,
elbows, toes, hips, knees, instep, etc. (Raise
and lower ball for the correct height)

1.2 Hit the ball using a stick, racket, etc. (Can
teach back and forearm swings)

1.3 Combine balance board with hitting skills
1.4 Suspend a number of balls at different heights.

Children must choose a height and jump to hit it.
(Can use color codes for the different heights)
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Chapter VII

MUSCULAR STRENGTH

Muscular strength is necessary for movement. Like-

wise, when the child moves, he develops muscular strength.

Children need activities, games and other movement experi-

ences to develop and strengthen the hundreds of muscles they

have in their bodies. They must develop muscular strength

to walk, run, jump, hop, throw, swing, pull and kick.

A vigorous program of activities must be provided

to help the child explore his muscles and give him oppor-

tunities to develop his total muscular system in order to

serve his everyday demands.

42.
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MUSCULAR STRENGTH ACTIVITIES

1. Rope Climb

2. Chinning Bar

3. Push-ups

4. Sit-ups

5. Tug-of-War

6. Sitting Push-ups

7. Indian Leg Wrestle

8. Human Tug-of-War

9. Isometrics

10. parachute Activities

11. Gross Motor Movements

12. Swan Exercise

13. Curl-ups

14. Scooter Activities

15. Animal Imitations

16. Toe Exercises

17. Medicine Ball Activities

18. Baok-to-Baok Tug-of-War

19. Track Activities

20. Tumbling Activities

210 physical Exercises
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MUSCULAR STRENGTH ACTIVITIES

1. 1222.alala

1.1 Use any form to climb up the rope
1.2 Use hands and feet, slide hand up the rope, move

up hand over hand
1.3 Climb the rope with hands only

2. gbidatimuelt

1.1 Flex arm hang - Stationary hang with the chin above
the bar, palms forward

1.2 Hang from bar with hands shoulder width apart,
palms forward, arms straight, feet off the floor.
Raise the body by arms until chin ls above the bar.
Return to starting position in smooth movements

1.3 Hang from bar with your body extended

3e ap.kum
1.1 Modified Push-up - Child lies on the floor with his

hands, palms down, at each side with knees and toes
touching the floor. Pushing with arms he raises his
body off the floor. (Keep the body straight). Knees
and toes remain in contact with the floor at all
times. Return to starting position

1.2 Regular Push-up - Child lies on the floor with his
hands (palms) at his sides. Pushes himself upward
(body straight) using his toes as hinges. Movement
is made with the arms and shoulders only. Return to
starting position

4. sit-ups

Child lies on his back with legs extended and feet apart.
His hands are inter-laced behind his head with elbows
pointing outward. Child sits up, touching the elbow to
his knee and returns to starting position. Partner may
hold his ankles

5. Tug-of-War

A rope pull activity with one or more children at the
ends. Emphasis is on the strength of the pull.

6. AllIADS.Wh:221

Seated on a chair, the child places his hands at his
sides and grips the chair seat. He straightens his arms
and lifts his body off the seat, then relaxes muscles.
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7. Ia411aa.as.111111,11

Two children lying on their backs, side by side, facing
opposite directions, hook elbows together, and on a
given signal, raise inside legs, hooking opponent's leg
and attempting to throw or clip him over.

8. ligal.Tug-of-yay

Two children stand face to face across a floor line. On
a given signal they try to pull each other over the line.
(Can be used as team effort, each helping the other)

9. ki2nAIL.,..ies

1.1 Child places his hands on a solid surface and
pushes, Alternate pushing and relaxing of muscles.

1.2 Child places both palms together, pushes and re-
laxes his arm muscles.

1.3 Child hooks (cups) his fingers together, pulls and
relaxes his arm muscles.

1.4 Child stands ntxt to a wall (sideways, backward)
and pushes and relaxes his muscles.

10. attahat(2.42IIIIILII

1.1 Children with palms (up or down) grasp the edge
band and pull outward and relax (also done with
arms extended backward)

1.2 Merry-go-Round - Children grasp edge band with
right, left, or both hands and walk, run, skip,
c-Alop around in a right or left direction.

1.3 Pop Corn - Children grasp edge of parachute and
make waves or ripples to pop small balls or ob-
jects off and out of the parachute.

11. Gross Motor Movements

1.1 Hanging 1.10 Leaping 1.19 Bouncing
1.2 Climbing 1.11 Sliding 1.20 Dribbling
1.3 Lifting 1.12 Galloping 1.21 Catching
1.4 Crawling 1.13 Skipping 1.22 Kicking
1.5 Walking 1.14 Stopping 1.23 Striking
1.6 Running 1.15 Dodging 1.24 Pushing
1.7 Jump 1.16 pivoting 1.25 Pulling
1.8 sopping 1.17 Rolling
1,9 prancing 1.18 Throwing

The reacher should be able to offer many ways for the
children to have experiences in these areas. Many
sources are available for specific activities relating
to these areas.
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12. Sw(41 Exerqse

Iying face down, raise upper back, head ard arms in
an exaggerated swan dive position. Arms' are extended
sideways with palms down.

136 Curl-uDs

Lie on back with feet flat and knees bent. Toes are
held by a partner. Arms are clasped behind head.
Curl-up and touch right knee with left elbow. Repeat,
alternating elbows and knees.

14. .§sizzte.a.dielattites (See Chapter /V)

15. Animal Imitations (See Chapter /V)

16. sma Exercises

1.1 Sitting or standing, feet on floor, using the toes,
scratch the floor by curling the toes.

1.2 Sit on a chair, pick up a marble or a wadded piece
of paper with your toes. Alternate feet.

17. eUtiuslar.a.411.Acitizalaki

1.1 pass ball to partner, overhead, under legs, etc.

1.2 Pass ball to partner as many different ways as
you can.

l.3 Roll ball with your hands, feet, etc.
1.4 push, pull the ball with hands, feet, etc.
1.5 Throw and catch tne ball, trying many different

ways.

18. Rack-to-Back Tug-of-la

partners look elbows and pull at each other in opposite
directions, Foot and leg muscles used.

19. Track ActIvities

1.1 laws.ing
1.11 Starting point: Maximum 750
1612 Start with the sams foot
1.13 Take-off foot must not extend beyond the

front of take-off board
1.14 Attain some height in order to get greater

distance
1.15 Fa31 forward, avoid losing ground
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142 Bletimme

1.11 Scissors Style:
1.111 Run toward bar at an angle (450)

1.112 Use short run (15 yds.)
1.113 Inside leg over bar first, opposite

follows
1.114 End in a standing position

1,12 Western Rolls
1.111 Run toward bar at an acute angle
1.112 Use short run (15 yds.)
1.113 Outside leg and arm over bar first
1.114 Roll over bar, kicking trailing leg

upward
1.115 Should end in pit on all fours

1.3 pashes

1,11 A standing starting position used
1.12 Stay in your lane, run straight
1.13 Look at the ground 10 yds. ahead
1.14 Keep speed constant until you are passed

the finish line

1.4 agagaLLISALIWIR

1.11 Pupils stand with the feet comfortabl,
apart, with toes hooked on front edge o

take-off board
1.12 preparatory to jumping, pupil should have

knees flexed and should swing the arms back-
ward and forward in a rhythmical motion

1.13 Jump, swinging arms forcefully forward and
upward, taking off from the balls of the feet.

1.14 Pall forward

204 2Wao1las.aILY.I.I19.1

1.1 rwa - Squat at edge of mat with knees
apart and ands on met edge between the knees.
Lean forward onto haLds tucking the chin onto the
chest and ducking the head down between the knees.
Push off from the feet allowing the weight to come
down onto the shoulders and back of the neck.
weeping the back curved, knees close to chest and
bent, roll over to sitting position and by grasp-
ing ankles or shins or by raising arms forward as
you come to a standing position* (Head should not
carry any of the weight)
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1.2 2112=2.12112111.1211 - Two forward rolls returning
to standing position at the end of series.

1.3 pacicward 119311 - Sit on heels, head tucked between
knees, hands held palms up close to ears. With
one continuous movement, sit, roll backward, and
come to a.stand. The momentum of the body is as-
sisted by both of the hands.

1.4 ayfambalmerd Ro4 - Two consecutive backward
ro

1.5 Forwap4 Boll Qver Nat (Rolled Mat) - One mat tight-
ly rolled on top of tumbling mat. Place hands on
far side of mat, tuck chin to chest, push from toes
into forward roll clearing mat.

1.6 ummucLitallizolLlutat - Hands are placed in
ffiiiit-e-*611-id-iit;-hiad.on tumbling mat, back
of head against rolled mat. Push from toes, arch-
ing the back over the mat at the same time pushing
with hands to a standing position.

1.7 Begdallna.amajilt (Rolled Mat) - Hands and top
ofhitidon top of rolled up mat. Keep-
ing legs straight and body extended, kick legs up
over your head, arching back, and spring to feet.

21. III=ALIEUEILEMI

Muscular exercises for the development of strength and
mobility in the head and neck, trunk, arms and shoulders,
feet and legs.

1 1 ad

1.11 eck xtensor - (Flexibility) - Position your-
sel. in a stride position. Count one, turn
head to left. On count two, return, three
turn head to right, and on four return.

1.2 Arm and Shoulder

1.11 slaajlttloat - (Flexibility) - Stride stand,
arms horizontal, elbows bent, hands touching
chest, palms down. On count of one, press
elbows back sharply. On the second and third
count relax. Repeat.

1.12 Rttn - (Flexibility) - Stand with
arms at si es. On counts one and two, make
large circles, and on three and four make
small circles.
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1.13 - (power and Strength) - prone start-
ng position, hands below shoulders palms

down, body straight. On count of one push
up with arms, elbows straight, and on two,
down to floor, keeping body straight.

1.3 icuLagigana
1.11 st - (Flexibility) - Stride stand,

arms hor zon al, elbows straight. On count
of one, twist trunk to left, return on two.
On Ores, twist trunk to the right and re-
turn on four.

1.12 Witdrit11 - (Flexibility) - Stride stand,
arms horizontal, elbows straight, hips
flexed. On one, touch right hand outside
left foot, extend left arm upward. Two,
return. Three, touch left hand outside
right foot, extend right arm upward. Four,
return to starting position.

1.13 Sit-up - (Power) - Supine starting position
with hands clasped behind the neck. On the
one count, sit up touching elbows to the
knees. On the two count, return to the start-
ing positton.

1.14 LIF Ra4se - (Power) - Supine position, hands
clasped behind head. On count of one, raise
feet off the ground six inches. On two,
spread legs apart, three, bring feet back
together and on four, lower them to the
starting position.

1.15 4end and Stretch 7 (Flexibility) - Stand,
hands on h577-Feet twenty inches apart.
On the count one, bend forward, touch your
knuckles to the floor, on two return to
start, three, stretch hands and arms upward,
raise up on toes, and return to start on the
count of four.

1.L ltp. jtpildga

1.11 AgnAIng 111 Place - (Agility) - Standing,
arms hanging loosely at sides. Running on
spot; raise knees high, relax arms and
shoulders.
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1.5 gmallatakza

1.11 21211.Tuall - (Agility and Power) - Stand-
haiforil ian hips. On the count one, palms

on ground in front knees bent. On two, thrust
feet and legs backward, keeping body straight.
On three, return to position one, and four,
return to starting position.

1.12 giAl_anlA11322 (Jumping Jack) - Standing,
hailidliEifig11.es:On the count of one, jump
to stride stand, touch hands together, and
on two return to starting position.

1.13 Treadmtll - (Agility) - Push-up position,
right leg forward and bent. On the count of
one, thrust right leg forward, bending at
the knee, keeping left leg straight back.
On the second count, thrust the left leg for-
ward and return right leg to a straight posi-
tion.



Chapter VIII

RHYTHMIC AND DANCE ACTIVITIES

Rhythm is acquired and developed by people, espe-

cially children, day by day, and minute by minute. Rhythmic

patterns are explored, enacted, and learned by an individual

as he learns to move in space and discovers the many move-

ment sequences in which he must participate.

Many retarded ohildrea as well as those considered

"normal," reaot pleasurably to musical activities. These

activities are challenging, satisfying and very enjoyable.

Musioal activities can and often are the most successful

tools in teaching the mentally retarded children.

The child should have opportunities to discover

various rhythmic patterns in order to improve himself in

gracefulness for his performance in life. These skills

range from basic movement with a simple beat to complex

patterns found in dance activities.
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RHYTHMIC AND DANCE ACTIVITIES

1. Basio Movement Patterns

2. Clapping Patterns

3. Drum and Beater

4. Maroh Musics

5. Exercises

6. Musical Movement Exercises

7. Parachute

8. Movements to Music (Sitting)

9. Rope Skipping to Music

10. Creative Movement Activities

11. Polk Dances

12, Square Dances
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RHYTHMIC AND DANCE ACTIVITIES

1. ati.2.212i22101.ka...ttegeas

1.1 rallk

1.11 Rave children listen to the walking best and
then ask them to suggest ways of moving to
the beat (4/4 beat). Expect responses such
ast Jump, march, etc.

1.12 Next, have children use two fingers of one
hand as drum and on signal, tap out time
with the teacher.

1.13 As soon as most of tha children oan keep
time with their hands and stop on signal,
have them stand and move in a counter-
clockwise direction around the room in time

to the beat.
1,14 Look for children doing well and have the

class watoh them, point out natural swing
of arms and make sure boys do not keep their
hands in their pockets.

1.15 Repeat until most children can begin on the
signal and stop with a loud beat.

1.2 Slow...AA (2/4 beat)

Arms are needed for good balance and should not be

kept in pockets or folded. Children who have dif-

ficulty doing the slow walk, have them think step,

hold, step, hold, as they do the movement, The

teacher may, in the beginning, say this aloud as
the children move to the beat.

1.3 Amn (4/4 beat: 8 beats to a measure)

Stress small steps using the ball of the foot and

the toes. Stress keeping balance and good natural

arm position, arms bent at elbows,

1.4 gg2 (4/4 beat)

Hopping is a spring off the ground with no transfer

of weight, leaving the ground on one foot and land-

ing on the same foot.

1.5 12,,,,ta (2/4 beat)

Jumping is a spring off the ground landing on both

feet. Take off and landing should be on the balls

of tne feet, with knees bent to absorb the shock.
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1.6 SUR (6/8 beat)

Skipping combineo a walk and a hop in an ttneven
rhythmic patterns step forward on one foot and hop
on the same foot, then step forward on the other
foot and hop. The hop is shorter (in time) than
the walk. A child who has difficulty with skipp-
ing might be helped by having him skip between two
children who do the skip well. The children should
join hands.

1.7 gade (6/8 beat)

Move one foot to the side and draw the other foot
ap to it, then transfer the weight from one foot
to the other.

l.P allag (6/8 beat)

The gallop is similar to the slide except that
both feet are off the floor at the same time. It

is done more vigorouslys and usually faster than
the slide.

24 glunkm_Ealaws

Teacher uses hands to clap out a pattern. Children re-
peat the patternr

3. prum and seater I

Children walk, runs skip, gallop, etc. in time to the
beat of the drum. Vary the tempo as; slow, fast, etc.

4. AltraLlatka

1.1 Marching in place to music
1.2 Develop patterns of movements
1.3 Follow the leader - keep time to music

5. ragysalgie

1.1 Plan exercises to fit music
1.2 Use exercise records (Chicken Fat, ote.)

6. Mmaal.latataLattroises

(Records available from Educational Activities)

0*.
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7 IllaahaSe

Most of the activities listed in previous chapters can
be done in rhythmic patterns and with music. Educa-
tional Activities, Inc. 'Alas a record for use with the

parachute.

8. ovt.4rtunta.t2j:Da,U6s (Sitting)

Children can keep time to music by doing:

1.1 Tapping fingers to the floor
1.2 Slapping hands to the floor
1.3 Extending legs forward and tapping heels
1.4 Alternating heels and hands
1.5 Tapping toes
1.6 Combine activities and movements
1.7 Experiment

9. ciajtotustsioesi

(See Educational Activities, Inc., for records)

10. Crlatlajiovement.Aptivities

1.1 Action songs - Use records of songs to teach move-
ment responses to music. (Row, Row, Row Your Boat,
London Bridge Is Falling Down, etc.)

1.2 Free movement - play music (The Nutcracker, etce)
to teach children to move about freely,bending
and stretching, swinging and swaying, etc,

1,3 Patterned movements - Play music to teach children
to bend bodies, sway, pull or push heavy objects.
(Volga Boatman, etc.)

1.4 Animal imitations - (Peter And The Wolf)
1.5 Storms - (Grand Canyon Suite)
1.6 Wind and rain - (Sorcerer's Apprentice)
1.7 Singing games - (Looby Lou, Farmer In The Dellotc.)
1.8 Exercises to music, make up own routines

11. Folk pances

1.1 avizijam (Danish) - Formation - Single Circle

part I - All join hands, 8 sliding steps to the
left, 8 slides right. Stop on the first
sustained note.

part II - Seven steps are: (1) Raise right leg;
(2) Left leg; (3) Kneel on right knee*
(4) Left knee; (5) Lean on right elbow;
(6) Left elbow; (7) Forehead on floor.
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1.2 "Wait (Simple Circle Versioli) (Circle Formation)

Legs straights toes pointed, 8 kicks right, 8
kicks left, 16 kicks to the center. All circle
to left (16 steps); circle right (16 steps)

Variations: Use any combinations of steps and
action movements in groups of 8

and 16 counts.

1.3 Troika (Advanced) (Russian Dance)

Sets of three, center dancer joins hands with
each of his other partners,

part I - Turning slightly to right, 8 kicks to
right, 8 kicks to the left, 16 kicks
to the center.

part II - Right arch (center dancer raises left
arm, dancer on right goes under the up-
raised arms, center follows under with
8 running steps. Left arch (same).
Then repeat the same with a quick left
and right arch.

1.4 gagal.gla (Circle of Three)

Part I - Starting with the left foot, step hop
to left 8 counts. Return to the right
8 counts, and form a line of three.

part II - Center dancer forms an arch with the
left partner while thn right person
goes under the arch in 6 counts. Center
person follows and turns under his own
arm. Repeat the same sequence for the

right partner.

1.5 alamatajialazt, (French-Belgian) (Simple)

Everyone faces a partner, no specific organiza-
tional pattern needed,

Part I - 3 stamps with feet, right, left, right
Part II - 3 claps with the hands
Part III - Rook right elbows with partner and

make one complete turn
Part IV - 2 forwards and backs. (Partners take

one step toward each other and back,
repeat 2 times

Part V - Everybody turns in place, one time
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1.6 Chimes 01.2galIk (Advanced) (Double circle)

Part I - Three steps in place, right, left,
right; clap own hands three times;
hook right elbow with partner and
turn once around.

part II - Join hands with partner, arms at
shoulder level hands sidewards.
Balance step, forward and back, twice.

Part III - Join left hands, turn once around,
girl returns to place and boy moves
to next girl on his right.

1.7 20122sta (Hungarian) (Single circle, girls on right)

part I - All join hands, circle left (8 steps),
circle right (8 steps). Walk toward
the center 8 steps and 8 steps back.

Part II - Hoak right elbows with partner and
turn once around skipping.

part III - Join hands, arms extended sidewards.
Take 4 draw steps toward center of
circle (step-close, step-close, etc.),
4 draw steps back. Then 2 draw steps
in and 2 steps back to place.

Part IV - Hook right elbows with partners and
turn once around skipping,

1.8 The Wheat (Groups of three)

part I - All walk forward together 16 steps,
part /I - Center partner hooks right elbow with

one partner and turns twice around
with 8 skipping steps ahd repeat this
again wlth other partner.

I. 9 =Am 22,311 (Single circle, partners join hands)

part I - Couples take two draw steps to the
center, and three steps in place.
Return with two draw steps and three
steps in place. Repeat again.

part II - Slap thighs with both hands, clap own
hands, then clap partner's hands 3
times. Repeat again.

Part III - Place right heel forward and shake
right finger at partner 3 times. Re-
peat with left 3 times. Turn around
in place with four mnning steps and
stamp 3 times,

C:1
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110 gtMS2.41:LIWAYIE

Single circle, girl partner on right, face center.

part I - Clap own hands once, face partner and
bow (girl curtsy), turn and face center
and clap hands once, and bow (curtsy)
to your neighbor. Face center, turn
in place with 4 running steps.

Repeat again.
Part II - All join hands and run lightly 16 steps

lcft and 16 steps to the right.

12. Aziamaltual

1.1 ealLlaciAlda,

Intreductions: Honors, circle left and right,

Dance:

Chorus:

Dance:
Chorus:

Head couples go forward and back. Same
two couples to the center and circle to
the left and to the right, Go back home.
Do-si-do Corners, Swing Partners and
Promenade.
Circle to the left and right. Do-si-do
corners and partners.
Side couples to do the same.
Same as before.

1.2 Azung-Ihg.2.1.41111

Introduotionts: Honors, Swing Corners and Partners
and Promenade.

Dances

Chorus:

Dances
Ending:

First cou0Astand back to back and walk
around the square in the direction that
they are facing, Meet behind couple
no. 3 and swing. Stop swinging and con-
tinue around in the ssoe direction,
passing their own places, their own
partners. All swing corners and boys
keep corner girl for a new partner as
they promenade to the boy's position.
First boy repeats figure with new part-
ner.
Circle left and right. All to the center
and back and repeat again.
Second boy does the dance twice.
Do-si-do corner and partner and promenade.
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1.3 Ilatilinatjaa (Line formation, boys one side,
girls the other side, 5-6 feet
apart)

Introductions: Honor partners

Dances Forward and back, right hands
around, left hands around, both
hands around, do-si-do.

Reel:

Cast off:

59.

First couple down the center and \
ba(A. Then "Reel the Set." Head
couple hooks right elbows, turns
one and one-half times around,
then separates and goes to op-
posite line. Head boy turns
second lady once around with a
left elbow turn (head lady does
the same), meet in the center and
hook right elbows and on to the
next, etc.

Head couple leads to the outside
(boi to the left, lady to the
right), others follow as he marches
to the foot of the set, and makes
an arch with his partner. The
others "sashay" through the arch.
Second couple goes to the head of
the set where they now will do the

,1

leading.



Chapter IX

GROUP ACTIVITIES

Games involving large groups are important to all

children. The experience of a variety of games is important

because it provides the opportunity to learn specific skills,

to develop leadership qualities, to participate in learning

accepted social behavior, to participate in learning social

acceptance, is an emotional outlet, for physical fitness of

the body, and for pure enjoyment.

Careful planning of diversified opportunities for

all children should provide a well-rounded curriculum of

activities to satisfy many of the childrenos needs. A

variety of active games, integrated into the child's planned

curriculum, should provide him with the necessary activities

to help him develop physical, emotional, and social skills.

This chapter will be divided into the following

divisions:

1. Games Of Low Organization
2. Squad Games
3. Relay Games
4. Lead-up Games
5. Classroom Games

60.
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GROUP ACTIVITIES

1. itats..g. jutan1ati
1.1 Slap Jack
1.2 Squat Tag
1.3 Boundary Ball
1.4 Steal The Bacon
1.5 Crows And Cranes
1.6 Stick Catch
1.7 Gangster And His Guards
1.8 Loose Cato.lose
1.9 Midnight
1.10 Teacher
1.11 Call Ball
1.12 Hit The Pin
1.13 Jack Frost
l.l4 Circle Ball Passing
1.15 Number Change
1.16 Squirrels In Trees
1.17 Skip Tag
1.18 Touch Ball
1.19 Flying Dutchman

821111.21Mil

1.1 Nervous Wreck
1.2 Jump The Shoe
1.3 Poison Pin
1.4 Basketball Underhand Shot
1.5 May I?
1.6 White Elephant
1.7 Over The Waves
1.8 Circle Stride Ball
1.9 Man From Mars
1.10 Fox And Squirrel
1.11 Team Stride Ball
1.12 Over The Wall

3. AelaY Games

1.1 Running Relay
1.2 Whistle Relay
1.3 Skipping, Hopping, Jumping,

Galloping, Walking Relays
1.4 Statue Relay
1.5 Changing Pin Relay
1.6 Pin Shuttle Relay
1.7 Jump The Stick Relay
1.8 Human Bridges
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4. IMA:11,12.2WRII

5.

1.1 Circuit Soccer
1.2 Line Soccer
1.3 Sideline Basketball
1.4 Kickball Basketball
1.5 Long Ball
1.6 Newcomb
1.7 Keep-Up
1.8 Mickey Soccer

atillE92162.3142A

1.1 Do This
1.2 Dog And Cat
1.3 Caught In The Box
1.4 Bean Bag Throw
1,5 Zig-Zas Relay
1.6 Eraser Relay
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1. .9....L..ne..§..9.C.ImLaxittijattara

1.1 81a.1291 - All players in a circle stand facing
the center with their hands held together, palms
up, behind them. One is chosen as IT, and he
walks around the outside. When he slaps a player
on the hands, that player chases IT around the
circle, and tries to tag him before he reaohes
the empty place. The chaser becomes the next IT
if he catches IT.

1.2 $ lat Ta - One player is IT and tries to tag any
o her p Ayer. To be safe, runners assume a squat
position. When one is tagged, this person becomes
IT and tries to tag someone else.

1.3 Boundary Opposing teams are divided and
scattered on each half -f the floor. One ball
is given to a player on %oh team. The purpose
of the game is for a team to throw, roll, or
bounce a ball across the opponent's goal line.
A point is scored for a team whenever this occurs.
Players may stop the ball in any manner they can.
Game in usually played with a time limit.

1.4 Altal The Bacon - Start with two equal lines, and
give eaoh person a number starting with one at
eaoh end of the line. Call out a number, and the
player from eaoh team having that number runs out
and tries to snatch the Bacon (any object) and
take it across his goal line withaut being tagged
by the other player.

1.5 gagn.Ani.prmles - Players are divided in half,
one group oallea Crows anl the other Cranes. They
line up on respective opposite center lines. The
leader calls out Crows or Cranes, who in turn,
run to catch the other before they cross the goal
line. When a player is oaught he must join the
opposite team.

1.6 Stick Catch - Small circle with players each given
a number, and one is 11'0 IT stands in the center
and balances a stiok on end, calls a number and
lets go of the stick. The person whose number is
called runs to oentex of oirole and tries to catch
it before it reaches the ground. If he is success-
ful, he becomes IT.

1.7 ciDagnarhjalaufalse - Three children are chosen
to be in the oenter or the circle. The gangster
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stands at the back and holds onto the next person
who is his guard. There are two guards who try
to keep the ball from hitting the gangster. Only
the front guard may use his hands to st*p or de-
fleet the flight of the ball, all others must
keep their hands on the person's waist ahead of
them, leaving only their feet for protection.
Anyone hitting the gangster, becomes the first
guard. Gangster drops off to the circle and the
last guard becomes the new gangster.

1.8 I2oLiat2-914- - Players stand in groups of three
in a circle. The first player is Engine, the
second is Chair Car, and the third is the Caboose.
There are two (or any number) of Loose Cabooses
who try to attach themselves to the end of a line.
When this occurs, Engine becomes a Loose Caboose
and the game continues.

1.9 Ma= - The Fox stands in his den and the Sheep
in tneir fold, The Fox wanders out into the meadow
and so do the Sheep. The Sheep ask "What time is
it?" and the Fox answers, "Two o'clock, ten o'clock,"
etc. The Sheep keep milling around, but when he
answers "Midnight," they noamper for the fold (base),
All the Sheep that are tagged becmile Foxes, and the
procedure is repeated. The last Sheep caught be-
comes the New Fox and a new game starts.

1.10 Teacher - The children line up shoulder to shoulder
and face the child who represents the Teacher. The
leader stands about 10' in front of the groups
Starting at one end, he throws the ball to each
child. The leader then goes to the end of the line
and the first child becomes the new leader.

1,11 Cal 13W - Players form a circle with one in the
center who throws the ball in the air, at the same
time calling the name of one of the players. The
one called must catch the ball before it strikes
the ground more than once. If he catches it, he
changes places with the thrower; of not, he re-
turns to the circle and the same ohild throws
again.

1.12 pit Tbp P41n - Players form two to four lines.
First 6hild has one large ball. A bowling pin
is set on a marked spot (20') in front of the
pitching line with a pin setter in baok to re-
turn the ball to the players. Each child takes
his turn to roll the ball at the bowling pin and
is to go to the end of the line.
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1.13 Ja9k rrost A 201 square is drawn to represeot
a garden. One child is chosen to be Jack Pm:it.
The other players represent leaves, flowers, grass,
or trees. They run, skip, or whirl any place in-
side the garden. When a player is touched by Jack
Frost, he comes frozen to the spot. The last
player caught becomes Jack Frost for the next game.

1.14 zazajusaluaggitz - Form circles of 8 to 12
players facing center of circle. Objects suoh as
ball or bean bags are passed around the circle.
Points are scored against circles when the object
is dropped.

1.15 - All players are given a number
alidolfe-liCeshiisen to be IT. The players stand
in a circle with IT in the center. He calls any
two numbers, The players whose numbers he calls
exchange places, while the one who is IT attempts
to get to one of their places in the circle. The
one of these left without a place is IT for the
next time and he calls the two numbers to change.

1.16 suiaLtair Trees - Number off by 31s. Numbers
1 and 2 form Tree by facing and holding hands.
No. 3 is the Squirrel inside the Tree. OM play-
ers are the Homeless quirrels. At a signal, all
Squirrels must change Trees, and in the scramble
the Odd Squirrels try to find a Tree. Change po-
sition of Trees and Squirrels often to allow runn-
ing for all.

1.17 - The ohildren are seated around the
room with right hands extended. IT skips ground
and slaps palm of one player. The chosen player
skips after IT and if he successfully tags him,
he comes IT.

1.18 Touch 4al - Players are in a circle formation.
One chil

l
stands inside ',Ale circle. A ball is

passed from player to player around the circle
and across the circle. The child who is IT must
try to tag the ball. When he does, the child who
threw the ball or touohed it last becomes IT.

1.19 717,1)1 Dlatqbei, Two children with hands joined
are X , ana wa k around the outside of the ol.role.
Couple tags joined hands of two circle players.
IT couple runs around the circle in the same direc-
tion and tagged couple goes around in the opposite
direction. Couple reaching vacant place in the
circle is IT for the mart game,
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2. LujicLames

1.1 amusyrect - The players in the line stand with
their arms across their chests. IT throws the ball
quickly to a player in the linen If this player
misses the ball he is out of the game, until the
game starts again. The last player to be caught
is the new IT.

1.2 JUMD The Moe - One player in the circle swings the
zope around the circle. (A shoe is tied onto the
end of the rope) The players try to jump over the
rope. If the rope hits any player, the player is
out of the game until the game is started again.
The last player becomes the center person.

1.3 otaoxi - The players stand in circle formation.
The pin is placed in the center of the circle. The
players by pulling try to make one of the players
knock the pin down. The player who knocks the pin
down is out of the game until the game starts over.

1,4 pasketball VriderijuaLlit - Children stand in la
line near the basket. Child takes a shot at the
basket, retrieves the ball, hands it to the next
person in line. Scores oan be kept as to how manyt
baskets were made by an individual in a given time.

1.5 ELEILIU - IT speaks to the first player in the line,
saying, "you may take a baby step, a giant step,
an umbrella step, a rooster step, etc." The player
spoken to says, "May I?" The object Is to cross
the line where IT stands to be the new IT. When
a player fails to say "May I7," he must go back to
the starting line.

1.6 AULMItjatut - players line up at one end with IT
standing in front. IT will say any color elephant,
but white, and the players just stand still. When
he calls "white elephant," the players run. IT runs
after them and tries to tag them. When a player is
tagged, he is out of the game until all have been
tagged. The last player tagged is the new IT.

1.7 Qvrh Wave One squad member stands at the
end of-the mat. The other players lie face down
on the mat. Standing player kneels at front of
group and swims across backs of prone players as
they joggle forward and back making waves. As the
swimmer reaohes end of mat he becomes one of the
people on the mat and the first in line becomes the
swimmer.
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1.8 Wale 8ttL1Laal1 - Circle formation, players
in a stride position, toes touching persons on
each side. Players must bend from the waist
always keeping legs apart. Object is for IT
to roll the ball through the other playerelegs
and the players to stop the ball from going
through his own legs by using only his hands.
If the ball goes throngh the legs of a player,
he is out of the game and must sit down in his
place. Last player left is the new leader.

1.9 - Players stand on a line and
eiefihafeltho is in center of playing area,
"Man from Mars, may we chase you to the stars?"
IT responds, "Yes, if you have on blue" (or
eny other color he chooses to name), All chil-
dren wearing that color chase IT around play area.
Child who tags him is the new IT, and game starts
again.

1.10 az.Aadjaaluall - The Fox (ball) is held in the
circle, opposite the Squirrel (bean bag). Oa
the signal, both objects are started around the
circle, the Fox trying to catch the Squirrel.
The Fox may change directions at any time. The
Squirrel must change direction to avoid being
caught.

1.11 am.2//112.gall - Each team forms a circle and 1:1

iiiimaiif.if----Nriimber 1 player from each team
goes to the center of another circle. Circle
players stand with feet apart and touching foot
of next person. Center player tries to throw
ball out of circle between legs of circle play-
era, who may use only hands to prevent ball from
going ont. When ball goes out between legs of a
circle player, or between two players below the
knees, oenter player oalls, "Point!" Play stops
after point. Game continues until each person
has been a center player.

1.12 Over T49,141 - The wall is a 251 line drawn
ailout 30* from the kioking circle. One player
is kicker and stands in kicking circle. Other
players scatter in the playing field. Kioker
calls, "Over The Wall!" and kicks. Any fielder
who can catch or stop the ball before it goes
over the wall (line) is the new kicker. If the
ball goes over the wall, the original kicker
kioke again.
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3. WAY-2MM
1.1

1.2 inatialutitla,
whistle

1.3

68.

lateliget"a - The player runs to the goal line
agging the next player.

a - The player runs forward and when the
lows runs back tagging the next player.

t

ElllEg 44 he p ayer s ipso etc., to t e goa ne
and, baok tagging the next player.

1.4 Statue RelaY - One player from each team stands on
the goal line facing his team. He must stand still
and moves only as the team moves him. Each of the
other players in turn runs to the goal line, ad-
justs the statue and returns to the line tagging
the next player. The statues can be moved to any
position by raising or lowering an arm.

1.5 ChanKlam.ELIjkla - A pin is placed on the goal
line in front of each relay team. The first player
runs to the goal line and grabs the pin and returns
to the team giving the pin to the next player. The
second player must run forward and place the pin
back on the goal line and run back and tag the thire
player.

1.6 a - A pin is placed on the Pin Lire
hal way between the starting line and the goal
line) in front of each relay team. The first player
runs forward, takes the pin and places it on the
goal line, returns and tags the next player. The
second player runs to the goal line picks up the
pin and brings it back to the pin line and returns
tagging the next player, etc.

1.7 ImmeatLIkkak Relay, - First person runs and picks
up a stick, and comes back. The second person takes
hold of the stick and the two carry the stick back
to the end of the team, drawing the stick under each
player, who must jump it. When they come to the end
of the team, the first player remains there. The
second player takes the stick to the head of the
line and the third player grasps one end of the stick
and is taken to the end, etc.

1.8 - One player from each team forms a
briagi-&-I-Kii hands and knees at the pin line,
each player in turn must run down, crawl under the
bridge, run to the goal line, and tag the next player.
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1.1 ZWILU.A29.91x - A player "at bat" kiokv the ball
that has been rolled by the pitcher. The kicker,
running to meet the ball kicks the ball and runs
the bases, The fielders must stop the ball with
their feat and dribble the ball with their feet to
the player in the pitcher's box. If the runrmir
completes the circuit before the pitcher steps on
the ball in the pitcher's box, he has scored a run,
If not he has made an out. Three outs, change sides.

1.2 ang..Socctx - The players are divided into two teams.
Two forwards from each team play in the center of
the field. The other players stand on the sides or
the ends of the field, guarding their goal and one
side llne. The object of the guards is to keep the
ball from going out of bounds and to keep the ball
from crossing the goal line. After the kick-off,
any of the forwards may follow the ball anywhere
on the playing area, aetempting to kick the ball
through the opponents' goal line. The ball is ad-
vanced up and down the field by dribbling the ball
with the feet, Players may block the ball with
their heads, shoulders, hips, feet or knees, but
may not use their hands. Only players in the center
can score goals. If a guard 13ts a ball through the
side line, the ball is placed in the center and four
new forwards come out. After a score, new forwards
replace the old ones.

1.3 .S.14121,10.2asicetb4l - Divide group into two teams.
Two players from each team play in the center of
the Court. All other players spread out on their
side of the court on the boundary line. The playe,rs
in the center try to score points at their basket.
Since no dribbling is used in this game, the players
must use their sideline players to pass the ball to.
The regular rule of traveling (running, walking with
the ball is used) necessitates the use of all team
members. One point is scored when the ball hits the
rim of the basket, and two points is scored when a
regular basket is made. Change teams often or when
a score is made, To make the game more interesting,
do not allow the people in the center to pass the
ball to each other,

1.4 ;kickball Bevadkall - People in regular kickball
formation, with two people stationed near the bas-
ket. The pitcher rolls the ball, players kick the



ball, and run the bases. The fielders retrieve
the ball and throw the ball to one of the people
stationed at the basket. These persons shoot
the ball until it goes in. If the basket is made
before the runner crosses homeplate, he is out.
If the reverse happens, a run is scored..

1.5 jeng 4a4,1.1 - Game is played with one large base,
homeplate and pitcher's mound. When batter hits
the ball in any way he runs to the base. The base
runner may stay on this base until he feels it is
safe (when anothor batter hits the ball) to try to
score by ooming home. Any number of runners can
be on base at one time, and any number can try to
score at the same time. The batter is out when:
tie strikes out, bats a fly which is caught, is
tagged off base, when the ball beats him to the
base, or he is hit by the ball thrown at him be-
tween the bases. After each team member has had
his bat, the teams change sides, counting the num-
ber of runs soured,'

1,6 amomp. . Players arrange themselves on each side
of the net. The game starts with a player on one
team throring the ball over the net. The ball is
caught and thrown back. This continues until the
ball drops to the floor or goes out of bounds.
The offending team forfeits a point for each vio-
lation. Same team puts ball back into play. Use
some sort of rotation to give everycne equal op-
portunities.

1.7 peR-Up - Form a circle and toss a beachball in

the air. The players try to keep the ball up by
volleying. If the ball is held, dropped, or
touched twice in succession by the same player,
he is out of the game and sits down. Play until
only two players remain.

1.8 Itokpy §000qr - Each player in each circle is
numbered. The ball is placed in the center of
the circle. The leader calls a number. Every-
one having that number runs into the center of the
circle, dribbles the ball out through him place in
the circle and goon to the right around the circle,
back through his place, and puts the ball in the
center of the circle. The player who returns to
his place in the circle first wins.
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5* Oassnlealaala

1.1 - Children line up in a circle formation
ai'ound the room. The chosen one stands in the
center of the group, does a stunt or exercise,
and says, "Do this." All the players try to imi-
tate him. New leader is appointed.

1.2 poK And eat - Players in seats, each two rows facing
each other. Give the first player in each double
row two objects. Upon a signal, the first object
is tossed across the aisle to the teammate, who con-
tinues tossing it down the column. It travels in a
zig-zag manner. Immediately after the first object
is on its way, the second one is begun in the same
'manner. The object is to have the latter object
overtake the first object.

1.3 ,aughtLID.,2b1.12,a - Draw a square (30") on the
floor between the aisles. Have children join hands
and follow the leader who walks up one aisle and
down the next. At a given signal all must stop, and
anyone oaught In the "boxes" is out of the game.

1.4 DIEstiw - Each row of players stand in col-
ums in the aisle to the right of their desks. The
first player in each row has two bean bags. He is
to toss these in a circle drawn on the floor in
front of the room. For eacA one he gets in, his
team gets one point. As eal3h player completes two
tosses, he moves to the end of the line. After
each round, the team with the most points wins.

1.5 Zi-Za 1eiay - players sit in their seats with
their arms on their desks. An eraser is placed
in the aisle to the left of the player in the row.
At a given command, the first player picks up the
eraser from the aisle and places it on the floor
in the right aisle. The second player then picks
it up and replaoes it in the original aisle. First
one to finish is the winner.

1 6 Erae r e a - Players are seated, having their
an s on the desks. An eraser is placed on the
first desk of each row. At a given signal, the
first player in each row lifts the eraser with two
hands and passes it over his head to the second,
the second to the third, etc. When the last one
in the row gets the eraser, he begins to pass it
back in the same manner. The first row to get the
eraser back where it started is the winner.
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Chapter X

TESTING AND MEASURING INDIVIDUALS

Evaluation involves measurement of the child, the

program, and also the teacher. A good measurement program

will make use of many different kinds of tests and diversi-

fied styles and techniques to accomplish the evaluative

goals. The following are sme of these techniques:

The effects of participation upon the retarded can

be evaluated in many ways.

1. Informal techniques: observation; anecdotal
records; discussions with the individual, his
teachers, peerss and others who know and work
with him; rating scales; checklists; inven-
tories; questionnaires; and a variety of home-

made devices.

2. Formal tsohniques: tests of perceptual-motor
function, coordinationt gross motor ability,
fine motor skills, physioal fitness, oardio-
respiratory function, anthropometric character-
istics, and spectfic sports skills.

3. A variety of developmental measures: tests of
I.Q., learning ability, academic achievement,
social-emotional behavior, speeoh,and peroep-

tion.

4. Results of tests and evaluations by specialists
(audiologist, opthalmologist, neurologist,
pediatrician, psychologist, psychiatrist, soci-
ologist, caseworker, home visitor, speech ther-
apist, and any others from whom pertinent infor-
mation can be obtained) need to be available
and used by those involved in physical education
and recreation programs for the retarded. Ad-

ditional professional assistance can often he
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obtained from college and university depart-
ments of physical educatiorr special education,
recreation, educational peychology, medicine,
and speech.

5. Individual records of all data colleoted about
each individual should be kept and organized
so they can be used by those involved in these
physical education and recreation programs.
Time should be allotted for specialiste Iti%o
have evaluated the participants to meet to-
gether, interpret their findings, and discuss
appropriate activities avil approaches to meet
each individual's needs."

Many testa and evaluative measurement devices are

available for special education needs. The following list

is a sampling of the many materials that are available in

test forms, buoklets kits, recorded albums, etc.

1. l'hel_ioz A3cLITt....,_......arenessand ..Z...__.evelo'.ment(rosition
1.11:121t;15-yDorotnyB.carr and Bryant J. Cratty,
Educational Activities, Inc. (album)

2. wat.e.nic.taktaata, by Dorothy B. Carr
and Bryant J. Cratty, Educational Activities,
Inc. (album)

3. AnIalsest2L1112.210.1b211-11clarslWYN
2221122-.Ph a. a c ns n the Or w n h ld,
by Evelyn Loewendal, A. C. Croft, Inc. book et)

4. 2.9...F221.4.1ELML.'ran.L.12..E.-thittofIns:
ual perception, by Marianne Frostig and David
Hornc, Pallet Educational Corporation. (kit)

5. 919121=.21101/2.21:-22tor Rroficiency., Educational
Publishers, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn. (booklet)

de..V.2.11,x'oramsteox.,12
ducat on for the ta 1 etarded. American Association

for Hea th, Physioa E ucation, and Recreation, Washington,
D.C., 1968, p. 19.
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Bryant J. Cratty, Univers y
o Ca i ornia, Los Angeles, Calif. (book)

ve o me ta est of
Marianne Fros ig, We ty
B. Whittlesey, Consulting
(kit)

7. ILIZELLWILSJauals.a...1.2....a
lawalatE,22.21a bY
Leife Vero and John R.
Psychologists Press.

8. c ds t er e tua rai
Otallsts, by Clara M. Chaney an Newell C.
Kepart, Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company.
(book)

b ervation

9. m o Develo m nta otor ot ties
Ret:r e 1 ren, Louis Bowers, Un versity o
Sou.h ori a, Tampa, Florida. (booklet)

10, Ihtamila.amaztallzMIlar.kaita: ty Eugene G.
Roaeh-and Newell C. Kephart, Charles E. Merrill
Books, Inc, (book)

11, Zei...ttla31.,7...train.in...col4victitic, by
Bet-tYVari
(handbook)

12. raus-Weber eats o inim uscular
by Hans Kraus and Ruth Hirschland, Minimum Mus-
cular Fitness Test in School Children," Research
ilaulltly. 25:178-188, May, 7965. (article-test

13. Mentally
Frank J. Hayden, Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale, Illinois. (booklet)

14.
falkaillammlut, AAHPER, Washington, D.C.
bookle

15. §.9.222 rx jastaflforna }lQtor Aojracy by
A. Jean Ayres, Western Psyiholdgic61-Sirvices.
(kit)

16. XpialL.Eltatu_dalt, WIPER, Washington, D.C.

17. 2E1111.2121122111411.1021Y of
AbilAtIes by Robert E. Valett, Consulting
psychologists Press. (kit)

18, ere(' by Sidney Groffman,
assroom Mater a a Company. (filmstrips)

19. IlmataLla=1.21taLLEIL by Barbara B. Godfrey
and Margaret M. Thompson, UniverLiity of Missouri,
Columbia, Missouri. (checklistu)



Chapter XI

SAMPLE UNITS POR OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES

1. zgai. - (Early Elementary - ages 7-11)

Ithem_lisimalaiLLInkt

1.1 Time - Two one-half hour periods

1.2 2211,s,

1.11 Encourage rhythmic patterns
1.12 Develop coordination of hands and feet
1.13 Provide opportun!ties for development of

individual and group cooperation

1.3 EIEMZURI

1.11 Running in Place, p. 49
1.12 Side Straddle Hop, p. 50

1 4 11.3 La42,4,

1.11 Rope Jumping (Individual), p. 39
1.12 Jump the Shoe, p. 66

1.13 Rope Tracks, p. 40

1. 5 aDd. yorid

1.11 Long Rope, p. 39
1.12 One Hand-Jump Rope, p. 39
1.13 Follow the Snake, p. 40

2. lanag, - (Prep - ales 13-15)

Outside winter activities must be planned accord-

ing to the type of weather, external facilities, build-

ing rules governing usability of the play areas, and

permission to take the class out-of-doors. Since there
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are many determinating factors governing outside usage

of the facilities, the teacher and the building princi-

pal should plan this unit of study together. This unit

would probably be limited to one or two half hour per-

iods.

aulta.AlitlaILLE

1.1 XarritAps

1.11 Running in Place, p. 49
1.12 Jumping Jacks, p. 50
1.13 Windmill, p. 49

1.2 Altir

113

1.11 Running activities

1.111 Crows and Cranes, p. 63
1.112 Jack Frost, p. 65

1.12 Tug-of-War, p. 44
1.13 Rope Shapes (Adaptation), p. 39

(Make shapes, numbers, letters, etc. in the
snow, with: feet, hands, etc.)

1.14 Rope Tracks (Adaptation), p. 40
(Make parallel lines in snow with hands, feet,
etc., and jump over, walk between, jump in,
and jump back and forth, etc.)

1.15 Animal Movements, p. 30 (Stress outdoor ani-
mals)

02,11ILADL.9112211,zu

1.11 Instruct children to observe safety rules
1.12 Stress proper dress according to the weather
1.13 Safety regulations and rules for weather con-

ditions

3. lulu - (Later Elementary - ages 10-14)

LIZEILUMLI

1.1 uml - Six and one-half hour periods
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1.2 222.a.laissmaltstaial

1.11 Prepare children for exposure to participa-
tion in the Annual 6th Grade Track Meet

1.12 Develop skills necessary for participation
1.13 Condition of the body needed for participa-

tion
1.14 Explanation of rules and regulations of the

track meet

1.3 Warm-yos

1.11 Muscular strength activities

1.111 Running in Place, p. 49
1.112 Windmill, p. 49
1.113 Squat Thrust, p. 50

1 . 4 ka2EL16241

1.11 Long Jump, p. 46
1.12 Jump the Stick Relay, p. 63

1.5 221.212121

1.11 Dashes, p. 47
1.12 Review Long Jump, p. 46

1.6 Ja.aakii

1.11 Standing Broad Jump. p. 47
1.2 Review Dashesp p. 47

147 ittLatigi

1.1 High Jump, p. 47
1.2 Review Standing Broad Jump, p. 47

1.8 1111.217.121

1.1 Review High Jump, p. 47
1.2 Work on problem areas

1.9 60 Period

1.1 Set up track meet for children of the areas
taught



Chapter XII

AMPLE UNITS FOR INDOOR ACTIVITIES

1. Zall - (Later Elementary - ages 10-14)

21=1.211.21IntAgaat

1.1 21m1 - six one-half hour periods

1.2 22111,

1.11 Understanding needs for physical fitness
1.12 Development of muscle system of the body
1.13 Understanding of body parts and movements
1.14 Test for Physical Fitness Awards (AAHPER)

1.3 AIER:421

1.11 Sit-ups, po 49
1.12 Push-ups, p. 49
1.13 Running in Place, p. 49
1.14 Arm and Shoulder, p. 48

1.4 lst Period,

1.11 Chinning Bar, po 44
1.12 Paraohute Activities, p. 45

1.5 2n4 yeriod

squat Thrust, po 50
Squat Tag, p. 61
Crab Walk, po 16

10 6 ad.itzlia,
Isometrics, p. 45
Gym Scooters, p. 16
Keep-up, po 62

Rope Climb, po 44
Human Tug-of-Wer,
Poison Pin, p. 66

78.

p. 45



79»

1.8 1=212121

1.11 AAHPER Test, p. 74

1.9 ith.b1121

1.11 AAHPER Test, p. 74

4. Alnla - (Early Elementary - ages 7-11)

SiTZIZSAIISIU

1.1 nalt - Eight one-half hour periods

1.2 Goals auslObiectivel

1.11 Children to develop control and understand-
/ng of basic movements

1.12 Movements can be light, heavy, small, etc.
1.13 To develop body awareness
1.14 To develop spatial awareness
1.15 Provide problem solving situations

1.3 warm-us

1.11 Monkey Run, p. 23
1.12 Rowing, p. 29
1.13 Identification of Body Parts, p. 29

1.4 let ytrlod
"4

1.11 Angels-in-the Snow, pm 32
1.12 Body Weights, p. 32

1.5 Wilt=
1.11 Imagery, p. 33
1.12 Rope Jumping, p. 39
1.13 Follow the Rope, p. 40

106 laUttlal

1.11 Parachute Pun, p. 40
1612 Slap Jack, p. 63

itlhataill

1.11 Gross Motor Movements, p. 45
1.12 Midnight, p. 64



80.

1.8 itthataggi

1.11 Forward Roll, po 47
1.12 Backward Roll, po 48
1.13 Thread the Needle, p. 26
1.14 Coffee Grinder, po 26

1.9 Agijiziag,

1.10

1.11 Walk, Run, Hop, and Jump Patterns, pi' 53
1.12 Seven Jumps, 23. 55
1.13 Troika, po 56

1.11 Movements to Music, p. 55
1.12 Creative Movements, p. 55

1.11 Lthjs26191
1.11 Balance Beam Activities, p. 17
1.12 Gym Scooters, po 20

3, Storing - (Prep - ages 13-15)

DalijiandlimtVnit

1.1 21mt - Four one-half hour periods

1.2 Goals and Obiectives

111 Provide a variety of movement experiences
1.12 Expose group and individual participation
1.13 Learn to handle different sizes of equip-

ment
1.14 Provide areas for learning new skills

1.3 fliza:au

1.11 Wing Stretcher, p. 48
1.12 Arm Rotation, p. 48
1.13 Bend and Stretch, p. 49

1.4 lst Petiod

1.11 Ball Handling, p. 37, 38
1.12 Team Stride Ball, p. 67

6



81.

1.5 zaLittasa
1.11 Basket Shooting, p. 35
1.12 Sideline Basketball, po 69

1.6 1rd 14,30.0

1.11 Sideline Basketball, po 69

1.7 4th teriod

1.11 Kiokball-Basketball, p. 69, 70



Chapter XIII

SUMMARY

The materials offered in this curriculum-resource-

units handbook attempt to illustrate a well-planned physical

edmation program for the type "A" educable special education

students.

Presentation of an activities program will not ful-

fill the needs of the special education children in physical

education. The teacher must be concerned about the child's

performance according to his individual abilities.

The teacher's methods of presentation, his leader-

ship and guidance, his insistence upon quality performance,

his instilling of confidence and pride, his mood and rap-

port with the children, as well as the children's under-

standing of the material presented, must all be integrated

into the physical education program.

The teacher must consider and use all means and

avenues to explore, study and learn about the children with

whom he is working. Proper consultation and collaboration

with the many other helpful professionals (Chapter X) can

and should be an area of vital importance to the physical

education teacher as well as the classroom teacher.

82.

88



83.

It is the writer's hope that this ourriculum-

resource-units handbook will be of benefit to the type NAN

educable special education students of Macomb County and

to the teachers making use of this educational resource

tool. Finally, it is hoped that this will initiate further

cooperation between special education and physical education

teachers, to the ultimate benefit of 2.211 children in our

schools.

89
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